
 
God's Political Perspectives for the USA

The sad Future of the past Promised Land – a free Text by Bertram Eljon Holubek, 2024 V. 2

To make America great again is a current American dream that many share. But 
the perspectives of the USA depend on what God must have in mind, a God who 
is hardly known and maybe not acceptable to most humans. Sad but true is that 
God must cut back on support and reduce population massively in America soon.

When Richard Nixon became US president, he was much troubled by worries. Once he compared
the classicist buildings of Washington to the classical buildings of ancient Greece and Rome. He
warned that decadence had brought down and destroyed those ancient civilizations, making them
lose their will to live. He saw the USA entering into such a phase too. Who but God knows this?

The wind of change is blowing. What will it bring for the USA? The political perspectives 
of the USA are not written in the Bible, or are they? What we find in this old Jewish book 
from ancient Israel and Judah are vague myths of a belligerent people called Gog. That 
mythical name must mean North America. This is at least what my intuition tells me, who
is not always leading me correctly. But it meets this new interpretation of the Bible, when
today the USA is the leading superpower of this earth. Who but God could know the real 
stories behind such old riddles of religion? Our Earth Goddess Ga-Ewa, who created this
precious earth while living inside of it, was created near the planet of the goddess Anna. 
Anna had developed her planet in the best possible way. Terra was populated with 200 
million Sauroids, very exotic creatures. Anna's planet had six continents, and Gog was 
the name of Anna's North America. Only very few people however lived on Terra's third 
continent. The weather is more troublesome in such places, and the people get rougher.
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The Main Points on just one Page
The USA is a great nation today, the greatest for decades in the world when it came to politics,
economy, sports, science, education, entertainment, just civilization. But civilizations rise and fall
like mortals must. Nixon got a hunch that something had happened. The Messiah had been born.
The USA had had great years, but time marches on, and inescapably destiny would bring it down.
It can have detrimental effects on their genes and destiny if Whites move away from their culture.
For a good reason God made the USA become an Anglo-American nation, to help planet Letar.
But there are many evil Greys who try to disturb God's plans. Still most helpful is Ga-Toma, but
don't you trust her! That explains the Thomas mystery, that often a Thomas tried to stop the FBI. 

The climate crisis tops the official list of problems of this world. Here, like on other fields, Donald
Trumps seemed to refuse a bit to trod the way of the IPCC that most of the experts and world 
leaders trod. Isn't it understood that if God exists God must also be the one who regulates the 
climate? Even religious leaders speak of climate cycles – or seem to think that God brings them
doom anyway. Nobel price winning physicist John Clauser is the inventor of a theory that does 
not allow miracles. John was defamed as being bribed. He but lately said that a climate crisis 
doesn't exist. He must mean that it looks like this is under god's control. Well, God must guard a
lot of secrets of science. Those who get past Jewish science eventually risk losing their minds.

There is magic in this world, but many muggles can neither understand magic nor see it. 
Secretly congeras struggle. Devils may make people bad, wild, driven, stupid and crazy. 
Judaism and Christianity warned before them but also teach: If you get in trouble you're 
to blame. In truth evil aliens want to bring us down. God needs to evolve a new species 
good enough to resist. These few immortal Æsir will build their own superior civilization.
There's much in this improvised and poorly planned Internet text about the FBI and it's history. I 
retold stories from the FBI book of Tim Weiner that I was just reading. The USA has a history of 
violence, and in the age of truth we should try to find a way to cope with it. Already 90 % of the 
US citizens realize that John F. Kennedy has been murdered by g-men in some kind of secret 
coup. Also Donald Trump seems to have a history of sexual violence. The ups and downs of 
God's power and randiness can explain this, and it will help to correctly apply the legal rules of 
lapse of time and the right of refusal of testimony, instead of trying to circumvent these rules 
before civilian courts. But jurisdiction is one of the major weaknesses of the USA. Just think of 
the Mann Act. In comparison to Arabia, America is further away from the house of God, and this
makes God weaker on the entire continent. Trump lately got weak. He surely would not be a 
good president if elected. Nevertheless he became popular for good reasons. On key fields, like
when it comes to Commies and leftists, he still symbolizes the strong USA that we used to know
and will still need for decades. The UN, especially the weak UNESCO, can't replace this world's 
leading superpower. In the age we are in God must try to maneuver the Germans into a leading 
position. It's due to cosmic laws and fractal links that mortals will never understand anyway. But 
as Jews and leftists sense this, they may react with special tactics to bring Germany down. That
is what the Holocaust remembrance culture is about. But by this way the Jews and their secretly
false religion and science are affirmed, while leftists and lesser Racials win a backing they don't 
earn. With the help of the UTR it is possible at last to correctly explain human races and to learn
to understand why they were created. That allows us to value Negroes correctly and to find their
place in society. Thus racialism is possible instead of racism. The Whites must lead this planet. 
But our world is a world of transition. God must win more power. Many regions must be emptied
from people. A stronger God will try and grant all people peace and prosperity until they die out. 
But mighty enemies, the Greys and tiny Cräybs, fill this world with Racials to subdue and ruin it. 

The migration of darker and lesser people into the West is the other main problem that 
we face. The headcount of Latino migrants has reached a record high in 2023. President
Joe Biden went to the border to take a look, but only Donald Trump seems to be tough 
enough to really do something. A brown deluge of Latinos threatens to deform parts of 
the USA into a US-Mexico, with states ruled by the drug mafias, that kill many and ruin 
the natural resources. Safe borders are needed too to defend the US-American liberties.
But only true religion can make people discard bad old religions and reach a new peace.



1. God didn't want a World of Slaves

 
Here is a worked-up cover of a V-day issue of the German Newspaper ›Hessische Post‹.
The 12th US army corps was now issuing it in the conquered state of Hessia. Dear, the 
minutemen had come back to take revenge on the Hessians, or what was this about? 
Seriously, the US troops tried hard to explain to the Germans, misled by the Nazis, their 
motives. The Nazis had wanted a world of slaves, but God did not. Few Germans dared 
at that time to listen to any other radios than those of the Nazis. Even listening to radio 
London would mean to risk being executed. Now the US troops news people told them:

»Their peoples didn't want slaves: Stalin, Roosevelt †, Churchill«
Regarding Stalin however, that was untrue. Stalin was the leader of the multinational tyrannical 
Soviet Union, a truly multicultural society. He was a Georgian by birth, but strictly he had no real
“people” behind him. The Soviets claimed to be communists. Until today “post-Commies” have a
strong tendency to disregard peoples but instead concentrate on classes. I can hardly walk the 
streets, here in the University quarter of Cologne, to find stickers regularly placed by the leftists 
of “linksjugend 'solid” and “SDS” calling up for “class war”. These are not some of the very small
groups of unteachable old-time commies, but they are the official divisions for young people and
university students of the mighty old leftist party “Linkspartei Die Linke” (LPDL). Beware! Easily 
such subversive leftists could also enter your homes, as part of a students exchange program 
maybe. In Cologne it's the tradition of the ruling block of old-time parties to cooperate even with 
such openly extremist leftists, but to fight against any right-wingers who dare to compete. It is 
also the tradition in Cologne that all the old-time parties of the block, locally called Klüngel, are 
part of a secret network of cronyism, that traditionally has links to diverse Mafia groups. These 
guys may come from the Christian Democrats or the Social Democrats, the Free Democrats or 
the Greens, but they most commonly are Catholics. The Vatican has no tradition of democracy. 
In history many Christians were like obsessed by the idea to punish any dissenters most cruelly.
Those medieval methods are still common today when Roman Catholic Mafia guys, for instance
in Mexico, use land mines or torture to death people who step into their ways. They kill national 
park rangers by the dozens. That is why Trump didn't want such people to migrate into the USA.

Right now, in 2024, Donald Trump again is about to challenge president Joe Biden. His campaign
slogan is “Make America great again”. It is surely due to lack of respect when some guys tend to
abbreviate this into MAGA. When it comes to the military and economics, the USA is surely this
planet's leading super power, so where is the problem? The above newspaper leads us back into
an era when the USA was doubtlessly even greater than today. When these three allied leaders
had vanquished the Axis powers, they saw the need to think out and install a new world order for
the future. British prime minister Winston Churchill now wanted to “direct the course of destiny”.



However, when it came to Great Britain, destiny seemed to already show a “cold shoulder” to the
small island state. With the fall of the Nazi Reich, the wind of change was suddenly blowing into
the face of that old nation of pirates too. Now many third world people saw themselves as British
slaves, and demanded of Britain to release them. After some troubles Britain had no choice but to
agree. China had been a developing and war-torn land, but very soon it developed to a worryingly
dangerous superpower, with the help of communist ideology. India too gained massively, and is
about to become the most overpopulated country of the planet. Nowadays these nations look like
the nations of the future, who shape the destiny, true? The USA is still very proud of it's rich and
civilized lands. But a brown flood of Latino migrants could turn the USA into a second Mexico.
The Indians and Chinese work so long hours for so little pay! They invest and develop massively.
It looks today as if Europe has to give way to these Asian nations, with the USA following soon.
But people who just consider these facts overlook the weird dynamics of religion. In Trizonesien
(a funny nickname for West Germany after 1945) most people massively turned back to Christian
religion. The Vatican in Rome became the most influential think-tank of post-war West Germany.
That's strange, because already the Nazi party NSDAP had only come to power with the political
backing of Rome. The Italian fascist dictator Mussolini always had remained a typical lukewarm
Catholic. And when the EU was founded, it became such an obviously Roman Catholic club, that
(Great) Britain lately decided to leave it; while Norway and Iceland found it wiser to never join it.

It was of course untrue to purport that Stalin didn't want slaves. The Soviet dictator was in some
aspects worse than Hitler had been. He put many millions of factual slaves into gulag camps or 
at forced labor workplaces, where they lived and died most miserably. Stalin was not the partner
that the USA and Britain, and France too, could use to build up a good new world order, or was 
he? Destiny seemed to leave the leading powers of the West little choice. FBI director J. Edgar 
Hoover was one of the first US citizens, who realized how evil and dangerous the Soviet realm 
had become soon after it's foundation. But in vain he warned in 1945 the new president Harry 
Truman before Soviet spies. Hoover wrote a dossier with many names. One of them was Harry 
Dexter White, who was charged with plans for the IMF and the World Bank. Another one was 
Alger Hiss, who was involved in the buildup of the United Nations. It seemed to be destined that
such a multinational institution like the UN would take up a disliked socialist and leftist tendency.
There are so many nations involved who have conflicting interests and find it hard to cooperate. 
Deep religious gorges divide the world. That makes it easier for the anti-nationalists, the leftists, 
to “divide and rule”. Such guys eventually would stir up and exploit ethnic and religious conflicts.
A typical way to raise trouble is to let groups migrate into regions where they don't belong. That 
was why the ancient Romans massively made Southerners migrate into occupied Germania. In 
Deutschland of today, “red fascist” types have similar tendencies. There are Ultras here, soccer 
fans who cultivate some kind of drunken, post-Roman, Catholic Mafia to violent antifa culture.

Just reading the FBI book by Tim Weiner I wonder why certain names are missing. He mentioned
Stalin and Lenin, but what about Leo Trotzki? The Jew Bernstein was the worst maybe of all the
Soviets. In 1917 they were only the most roguish of all the revolutionaries who wanted the czar to
abdicate. Under any normal circumstances we would have expected that a pluralist and good new
order would evolve, with a Christian Orthodox party dominating it. This didn't happen because of
the Jews. Sinovjev, Kamenev, Sverdlov, Joffe: Jews formed a majority in the circle around Lenin
of the Soviet communists in Russia of 1917. A few professional Jewish revolutionaries brought
the Russian democracy down. The Jews still had the money in impoverished Russia that allowed
them to become professional politicians. They had a religion all without democratic traditions but
with strong roguish tendencies. Tim Weiner called one valuable Jew of the FBI a “typical rogue”.
The Austrians used to give to Jews such crying Deutsch names like Weiner or Feuchtwanger, to
try and not let them gain so much power. The reason why many Jews still today resemble and act
like rogues is, that they get pushed into the role of a false chosen people, that spreads many lies.

The Nazi era seems to demand today to not give right-wingers a chance. But God sees things 
differently. The Jews, the false chosen people, misled the world into thinking that the Germans 
were nothing special. It looked false then from the point of view of religion when Deutsche tried 
to lead the world. But God knows the Deutsche as the truly chosen folks. Just look at the Jews!



2. Is the White House a Snake Pit?

 

This is a creepy scene from one of the most famous Hollywood movies of all time. It was in the
Egypt of the Nazi era, when the US-American archaeologist, or rather tomb raider, Indiana Jones
entered a snake pit. Indy was in search of the most holy object of Jewish religion: the Ark of the
Covenant allegedly contained two tables, that Moses had used to write up the ten commandments.
The Bible has it that God had handed down two tablets of the law from the top of the mountain of
Sinai, or maybe from the welkin where he was supposed to live. Moses put them into the ark, and
that object later seemed to develop the weird magic of Jhwh (Yahweh), the Jewish god. The Bible
says that pharaoh Shishak took the original ark to Egypt. This movie scene shows Indiana Jones
as he finds the ark in a sandy cellar full of dangerous snakes. He burns the snakes, to then enter
into a chamber that is lit by occasional lightnings. So what else is this but Hollywood mythology?

I bet Billy Graham couldn't explain this Biblical fantasy. That evangelical preacher owed 
his popularity to his Greys name too. Christians just don't know much about God and the
world. That made free thinkers often behave as if higher powers didn't exist at all. Isn't it 
true that Jesus, Mohammed and Buddha told completely different things about religion? 
Yes, but there are links in all religions that lead to the true gods. In Buddhism they know 
a Bodhisattva, a caring deity, who is called Nata, reminding of the Deutsch word Natter. 
It's a colubrid that maybe seems to natter. Another Bodhisattva is white Avalokiteshvara.
That name may remind of Eva, the name of the wise snake of the garden of Eden. Sadly
without a certain level of enlightenment it may be impossible to dare and think that a true
god secretly sticks behind such and many other weird deities. In Japanese Buddhism a 
goddess called Kannon is regarded as especially caring and helpful. We may compare 
the word to the English word cannon (Deutsch: Kanone). Indeed the hidden body of God
much reminds of a cannon. But Ewa did not show up to all the people. From the Muslims
the merciful god Allah (Hel) preferred to withdraw into a black box, the Kaaba in Mecca.

Only with the knowledge of the UTR those many weird snake stories make a good sense. The one
and only true religion of this planet teaches that God Jhwh (Jewa, Ewa) lives in a compartment in
the deeper mantle of the Earth, roughly 420 km below surface. The level nine, aka the Holy Grail,
is indeed replete with snakes, that are in fact cables. Eventually they make magic lamps flare up.
These lamps allow any congera to feed on the energy that her creatures send her, if they like her.
Some magical snakes appear again in Nordic legends about Hel, the Nordic goddess of the dead.
The Edda says that Hel lives in a hall where the walls are all made of snakes. The sinners have to
dwell there. The snakes spit poison on them as they must wade through the swamp down there. In
reality though, this legend means the cranes that supply the Earth Goddess with geebe, her blood.



When Franklin D. Roosevelt died in 1945, his vice president Harry S. Truman was immediately 
sworn in. He had to swear an oath on the Bible. So only in theory this winner of World War Two 
was free to think out and install a new world order. The Americans demanded of him to allege to
the religion of the Bible. But the god of the Bible missed out! He wasn't present in the sky, and 
only aliens should live there. But who was the god of the Bible really? That was something that 
every believer had to try and find out for himself. When Truman was sworn in, he said that fear 
and sadness seemed to overwhelm him. He was feeling as if the moon and the stars and the 
planets had come down on him. Soon the president also feared that the White House might turn
out to be “a snake pit”. Already president Franklin D. Roosevelt had agreed to the espionage 
methods of J. Edgar Hoover, who were unlawful. His idea to win the war and gain more control 
of all the world was to use his secret super weapons and the secret services. There was talk of 
the foundation of a secret super secret service. However, soon some “White House snakes” told
this to the press. And then leading US newspapers, who often opposed the president's politics, 
spread the rumors of “super spies” and a US “Super-Gestapo”. Truman soon had to decide to 
discontinue this politics. He didn't try then to make the USA get even more stronger than it was. 
Instead he decided to abolish the OSS, a secret service that was a precursor of the CIA. Also 
the FBI had to call back many special agents and to cancel many important secret missions. It 
was a disaster for the work of the secret services. So what the heck was going on in the mind of
the young president, who hadn't well been prepared for this hefty burden, of becoming the most 
powerful world leader? When the time had come to try and erect a new world order, president 
Truman decided that he didn't want a stronger USA. I am convinced right now that he accorded 
to God, and followed his wise inner voices. God absolutely doesn't like to natter, but Ewa has a 
way of telling words or showing signs that make people understand what God wants from them.

From the point of view of the UTR the Bible and other religious traditions may make a lot
of new sense. But that is not something for elderly men who are in charge in politics and 
society nowadays. They may still have the idea that as world leaders, they are in charge 
of this world and may decide over it's future, and think out a possible new world order. In
every day politics the UN is the organization that tries hardest to factually rule the world. 
Bureaucrats, egoists, traditionalists, multicultural leftists and liberal atheists are common 
in such international circles. They are generally too far away from understanding religion.
But when they faintly hear a German Messiah singing Deutschland über alles, they may 
rather listen to adverse inner voices who try to make them oppose to such a new god. It 
is the strongest super power of the world of today that seems to morally support all those
who oppose the idea of a new strong Germany, by raising fears especially before Nazis. 
The upcoming age of true religion will bring an end to the era of feuding nations and the 
multicultural hullabaloo. With the foundation of God's Reich, Germany shall lead the best
humans into the full truth of God's wisdom. It is inevitable then that the USA steps back.
In the radio they just advertise another Hollywood movie. It's once again about Nazis and Jews. 
Such movies have the ever same tendency: Jews are the good guys, Germans are the baddies.
When Deutsche appear in US films they are most commonly Nazis. That is how I remember it. I 
stopped watching Hollywood movies years ago. The Jews are not to blame for this, but some of 
them were chiefly to blame for the killing of millions, that happened in the early years of Soviet 
Russia. The Jew Trotzki was leading the Red Army, that did let millions of Russians and others 
die of hunger or killed them. The French Revolution was comparable, but it hadn't developed 
such depravity. The Soviet Jews massively persecuted Christian priests and forcibly abolished 
Christian religion in Russia. We know from early documents of the Nazi movement in Munich, 
that at that time Hitler had decided to pose as a strongly concerned Christian. At that time Hitler 
seems to have been an esoteric member of a masonic sect called the Thule society. Such sects
would teach strict obedience to their followers and make them bow deeply before their deities or
superiors. Stalin had been a cleric's disciple of the orthodox Georgian church. Rumors have it 
that when the armies of Hitler were nearing Moscow he secretly prayed in the Kremlin. So it's an
illusion to think that world leaders like Stalin, Roosevelt or Churchill had much to decide, in the 
wake of the won World War Two. They could only act within the narrow limits of their religions. 
Those limits were and are those of Biblical religion. Many would ask the Jews to lead them. But 
that went wrong not only in the era of the Russian revolution – with disastrous consequences.



3. The ridiculous Declaration of Racial Equality

Hey look, there is an A-A Negro standing at the side of a desecrated national monument. He may
remind us of Osama bin Laden declaring his personal war against the USA. The Negro here tells
us with a hand-written poster that it's not a rumor that there is a war going on in the USA – a war
against or with people like himself – just in case the authorities failed to take up arms. The police
indeed remained strangely silent and passive in these days. It was as if they all were dissatisfied
with the Republican president Trump, who had received too many rebukes even by his staffers.

When president Donald Trump lost against Joe Biden in 2020, I assume that mainly happened 
because of the nationwide riots that troubled the USA in the year of the election. When a white 
policeman shot dead the Negro George Floyd, he also like shot down the Trump campaign. The
rabble called him a murderer, but I am convinced that he just could badly control his hands. It is 
a very widespread problem, and one that hits people of inferior race or worse region more often.
In the heated atmosphere of the voting process then Donald Trump behaved scandalously bad! 
At some stage he demanded to stop counting the votes. He also did not enough to stop radical 
followers from intruding into the building of the Capitol. Photos show Negroes who were among 
those rogues. That race definitely has a special tendency of lawlessness and savagery, true? It 
is for that reason why leftist and liberal pundits declare the correct scientific term Negro a taboo.
We must find that such guys who obfuscate the truth about races are bringing us down morally. 
But at the origin of this problem, that is deeply rooted in the past of the USA, was a juristic text. 
It was the Declaration of Independence, that states something we must find ridiculously wrong:

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal …
That is all but true, from the point of view of God the creator. We can find the explanation of the 
races in the well known story of Noah and his ark. After his voyage with that mythical ship, Noah
allegedly thought that he was the last surviving human. So he parted his three sons into the first
specimen of the three major races of the ancient oriental world: Whites, Semites and Hamites. 
Of these mythical Biblical races the Hamites immediately proved to be of inferior quality. The 
idea that the Bible transports is that Negroes are destined to be servants and slaves. But when 
the USA declared independence, the fathers of the constitution found that idea wrong. We must 
agree. They are just too bad in general. But we can't uproot them or even get rid of them. The 
idea to pretend that they are equal came from masonic circles, that at that time drafted texts like
the one above. The mastermind of this “declaration of racial equality” was – Thomas Jefferson.

There is clear evidence against the lore that all races are equal. Already Columbus met Indians 
at a very primitive level of development. The Red Man generally just wasn't able to get past the 
stone age. And Black African Negroes didn't even manage to build lamps, that they knew from 
nearby Egypt. Clearly that is a “hands off” strategy of God: Don't let such bad Racials build up 
civilizations! But God's problem is that Whites are not that much superior, and can't be trusted.



4. Counting every Vote ain't that easy

 

President Harry Truman was overjoyed when he heard the latest news. He had won another term
in office, despite all the polls and predictions of the media and the experts. Some newspapers had
even prematurely declared his opponent the winner – Thomas Dewey. That Republican governor
of the state of New York was carried by a wave of public sympathy. Tim Weiner wrote that the
50 most prominent newsmen of that era unanimously saw Dewey as the coming sure winner. But
when on the morning after the voting process the final results came out, they brought “the biggest
surprise of a presidential election in American history ever”. Truman had won by a thin margin of
only 30.000 votes, having come mainly from the key state of California. The campaign marathon
had exhausted Truman, and news seemed to get especially bad while he was on a train in Indiana.

Indiana is also the state of Indiana Jones, the false Red Indian Messiah. That Jewish film shows
us Harrison Ford finding something like the Biblical Superbowl: the box with God inside of it. In 
some way Indiana Jones is a messianic character. The Jews, the Muslims and other believers 
too, always heeded hopes and expectations of a savior, who one day would come to become a 
living immortal god. He is the one destined to find first or retrieve the big hidden secrets of our 
destiny. The Jews call him Messiah, the Muslims Mahdi, and some Buddhists know him as the 
Bodhisattva Maitreya, the “Master” and counterpart of Nata. He is even the maître, the kitchen 
chief, the guy who is supposed to explain God's kashrut, the food laws and recommendations. 
Especially good sounds the Hindu version of this belief, in which the Messiah is called Khalkin, 
the “White One”. That name reminds of Köln-Kalk, the place where I was born. The Gospel says
that Jesus was a believer into the Messiah at some time. He said that he was not the son of god
but just a son of a man. He foretold the Comforter, to lead this world into the truth. Wasn't Jesus
the immortal god himself? He died, as a crucified robber. But it is hard to figure out that after his
death his older brother Judas Thaddeus became the new leader of that sect of paupers. He also
seems to have been the key apostle who came up with the legend that Jesus wasn't gone but a 
bleeding ghost. The Bible however attributes this incorrect lore to another apostle – St Thomas.

The outcome of a presidential election was extremely narrow again, when in 2000 (Y2K) George
Bush won over Al Gore by a margin of only 537 votes, recounted in the state of Florida. After a
lot of fuss a manual recount brought that decision. The general idea that common mortals have of
such counts is, that the votes have been cast and only need to be counted correctly. However most
religious people know that miracles exist who can change many things even back in time. Indeed,
since all reality is unstable and blunt, the results of an election can never be completely sure and
may change later on. It is the same phenomenon that we know well from quantum physics: Watch
things to fix or change them. The Jews Einstein, Podolski and Rosen always failed to understand.
The real savior must want a different and better evolved kind of people, not unlike Indiana Jones.



5. Will Kamala be riding into the White House?

I wrote this campaign text in a hurry, and reading it again for this document I am a bit ashamed of
it. Right now the New York Times tells that Trump leads before Biden by a margin of 5 %. I have
the hunch that this strange kind of vice president is part of the explanation. Kamala profited from
the fact that camels are especially liked on those countless desert planets. That explains why the
kashrut, the biblical food laws, don't allow camel meat. It's an exception from the rule. Kamala's
main problem is one of the race though. Her parents are Indian, making it highly unlikely that she
would make a career in US politics. But her husband, who is some kind of Jew. paved her way to
the top; just like his Jewish family connections again paved the way for Donald Trump. The USA
was built by Christians. They had the feeling that God was sending them into the West like into a
promised land. That was true for past centuries, but the coming of the true Messiah changed that.

In the USA the race for the next presidency is on. Constantly the media tell us bad news 
about Donald Trump. So many reports shine a bad light on him! Trump is aged and unfit,
and would not be a good president. But the more the leftist to liberal media fight him, the 
more popular he seems to get. People heed sympathies for him like for a father who has
been treated unfairly. It is a sign of the crisis of the entire USA, when Negroes and lowly 
people with much time to serve as jury members seem to have too much influence there.
Isn't it true that Kamala Harris of the Democrats is one of the campaigners too? You can't vote 
for her. But the sitting vice president would automatically become the next president if the really 
old president Joe Biden would not survive a second term. We may expect incompetent politics 
from that indigenous looking woman. In her spare time Kamala studies recipes, and learns how 
to cook beef Wellington for instance. That's a new dish for diverse Indians maybe, if they would 
visit her for an indigenous peoples powwow with free camel rides, but it is not what state guests 
would expect from Kamala that she manages to get the meat soft, maybe by putting it under her
saddle for some time. If they would sell her firewater in a liquor store she might also try to apply 
this on the meat. Or can't she conjure the spirits with the feather of an eagle to make a miracle 
happen? Democrats may expect that eventually the magic supports her that also helped Barack
Obama. But those guys don't know well the snares of black magic, which is devils' work after all.
Looking at the face of Ms Harris we may find that she looks surprisingly much Amerindian rather
than Indian-Aryan. The interest in this and the necessary awareness have left the minds of most
modern Americans. But how may it be explained what we know well from Japanese immigrants,
that they change to become Nisei, and often die out subsequently? It is a gene drift, that is due 
to fractal connections to countless other living planets. The region you live in will even change 
your own genes in a way that accords with the cosmic development rules, here called Berk-OS. 
In North America any immigrants will be changed, to gradually look more and more the way that
“native” American Indians look. Racials, people of lesser quality, are more prone to this process.



6. Mastering the Spending Spree Crisis

This collage of pictures originates from the German environmental magazine GEO, that reminds
much of the National Geographic Magazine. I like to read magazines of that sort, but sadly they
are not cheap. The nations of the West constantly spend an awful lot of money, to help to develop
the so-called developing countries, who but tend to never really develop to the state where they
can subsist without our dough. While the USA has an astronomical budget deficit (and the Arabs,
the Russians and all the world enjoy the Washington D. C. feuds over the current budget) we may
really ask ourselves how to manage this spending spree crisis. Can't the sky let dollars rain down
on us? That is what the Grimm's brothers silly fairy tale Startalers / The kind little Girl is about. It
would surely be advisable for the USA to find a better strategy for the solution of this problem. In
the meantime, when it comes to spending cuts, why not scrap expensive and silly space missions?

To the left we see the Deutsche former astronaut (strictly: star diver) Alexander Gerst in the sky 
with a telescope. I find this picture a bit weird, since it makes his bald head look rather black. He
thus may remind of another mythical black man of the sky, whose name is Surt according to the
Edda. That black devil would destroy this world with falling stars, bringing the Ragnarök, the end
of the gods. That sounds far-fetched, but it's the same that the Bible often predicts for our end. 
The image reminds us of the NASA plans to send a Negro to the Moon. Nobody did that before.
And maybe the NASA could also send a dog to the Moon, and a tree, that but couldn't survive. 
Such whims also depend on Ga-Toma and other evil aliens, who influence us with their N-rays. 
I have the notion that the Greys like the Negro, and would help to make him appear as a king. 
The Nazis however had the idea that destiny prefers the blond, and they would have sent more 
of these to space. That idea is true in some aspects, but while hostile aliens are stronger in the 
sky, they may stronger pummel and pester especially blond Germans, telling them to “let it be”. 
Alexander Gerst was one rare exception due to his name. The name Alexander reminds aliens 
of the Cräybs savior with the same name of planet Makeda. That is a tiny crabby devil, I tell you!
In all of US history most US-Americans believed that Jesus lives in the sky. But since 1993 the 
times are changing. While believers slowly realize that Jesus is dead of course, and while spirits
fail to show up who used to foster false beliefs, Jews and Hindus too may profit from the change
of the spiritual climate. The religion of the Bible minus Jesus results in some kind of Judaism, or
not? Don't forget the book of Revelation, that Mohammed also declared a part of his revelations!

God's only true religion, the UTR, teaches that God plans to further develop humankind 
of course. If God hadn't always sorted out better people to evolve, to let people of lesser 
quality die out, we would all still resemble ape men. The opposite policy however is what
diversity freaks have in mind. They want to promote the worst Racials the most and even
turn some into dubious heroes. The minds of such guys are troubled more by the N-rays.
Strong devils in the sky plan to overpopulate and then ruin with cosmic bombs our earth.



7. We need to get away from the poor Pigs in Space

 

This map of the constellation Cetus (the Whale), and others in the neighborhood, is rather old and
definitely outdated. But I find it of value, since it shows a strange, funny cosmic monster. What is
that supposed to be if it's not a fantasy whale? The monster looks like a pig mermaid to me, and it
thus meets well what my wise inner voice, Ewa Sofia, tells me about that part of the southern sky.
The UTR teaches that in the constellation of Puppis, near to the constellation of Cetus, 63 living
planets of the Feken dwell, surrounded and captured by roughly 650 planets of the Feken Greys.
34 of these living planets were ruined by the Greys, with massive attacks of cosmic bombs. That
means that 29 remain under conditions comparable to those we live in, but with a generally worse
climate for instance. The overall situation of the Feken worlds is precarious. They must hope for
the mercy of utterly cruel devils. We Earthlings live on one of three earths of the Humanoids who
were left behind. Our local goddesses had to join with the Feken, to escape from total devastation.

Such teachings are new for the mortals of today on our earth Gaia, and they are unique among 
all religions. When it comes to the political perspectives of the USA, cosmic links to other living 
planets play an important role. All the other living planets near or far were built more or less like 
our planet was: The one and only local creatress formed six continents to spread them over the 
globe. Only female congeras have the patience to do this. Such super-worms resemble whales.

Our earth Gaia and our closely linked neighboring earth Letar (Sirius C 3) show many similarities
to the 63 worlds of the Feken. The best developed Feken planet is that of Fe-Nike. Worst off is
the planet of Fe-Tona, that was ruined 32.500 years ago. It was out of revenge, when our goddess
Ewa and also neighboring Leta and Rina from UMa 47 managed to get rid of their Neanderthals.
Now we are about to move away with our solar system from those poor pigs in space. They must
expect more trouble and cosmic rage. It is typical for two thirds of the Feken planets that they are
dominated by their North Americans, of Whites who migrated from the old world to the new one.
The better Feken worlds are American worlds, so to say. We are still much under pressure from
the Greys. They lure to ruin us with cosmic bombs, in the event something would go wrong here.
But we are bound to leave the star cluster of the local group of Greys (Ga-31) to close the gap on
the 666 free worlds of the Humanoids of the Big Dipper. Their earths only sport a few millions of
humanoid angels. Their Americas are uninhabited. We need to apply the same settlement policy.



8. Hail Atlantis!

 

In ancient Greek mythology, Atlantis is a lost island, a continent submerged by the seas. The tale
seems to derive from a lost myth, that some so-called Sea Peoples or Philistines carried into what
was then Canaan. Invaders from Europe eventually teamed up with Hebraeans to massacre most
Canaanites. Floodings made Wessex and other tribes from the North Sea Coasts leave their home
lands. But mixed into this legend are also news from ancient seafarers who discovered America.

This is a map of Atlantis, the first continent of Letar, our next neighboring earth. Letar also has a
continent three, it's name is Columbia. The North Columbians made the Welsh lose their World 
War One. Later the tyrant Haider, who invaded neighboring Tcherkassy, was vanquished soon. 
The CSA, the leading nation of Columbia, was not involved in this. But while currently a bad war
rages between the eastern lands Kasakia and Tartaria, we may assume that their CSA is nearly
as strong a super power as our USA is. Like here, the CSA harbors and dominates a League of 
Nations. Our two earths are very similar. And while many Greys from far away concentrate on 
isolating Letar and keeping it down as a last hostage, we often need to share the burdens of the
Letaren. That means that God did let erupt wars and troubles to make our earth similar to Letar.

To fully understand our history we would need to know the history of Letar. That is impossible of
course, while even the existence of the star Sirius C at a distance of 16.8 light years could not be
verified. But the situation of Letar explains many strange things of our history. Why for instance
did Kofi Annan become the first (and hopefully last) Negro gen-sec of the UN? It was because he
came from Ghana. On Letar Gana is the name of the black continent six, our Africa. But why was
Kim Philby such a dangerous master spy? On Letar Kim is a land that matches our Korea. China
is called Ming there, and Japan has the name Togo. I'm not sure about the name of the Asia there,
but I do know that Columbia was settled mainly by the Eieries from the island of Eire. That may
explain why Irish Americans tend to be so numerous in the police of the USA. Lusa is not a land
of Atlantis but only a region of the local Catalonia. The overseas role of our Portugal partly fell to
Pantao. It is a land of Martinists. That leading religion of Letar much resembles our Christianity.
So if we should manage to send a robot probe to Letar, believers might wonder if Martin and his
mother Katherine were sending it, from some mythical place where the souls of their dead dwell.
The CSA however is dominated by reformed Martinists. It was the Welsh-Letarian Laffer and the
king Charles-6 of Eire who dared to gain independence from the domineering Martinist church of
Milan, the capital of Thyrsus, a country that resembles our Italy. Ali was the prophet of the Alids,
the Muslims of Letar. Ewa can tell me more and more of such stuff, but who really cares for it?

What really matters on Letar is the situation of Fred Willms. The one and only true savior of this 
neighboring planet finds it hard to spread his news about our future. He has the same bad news
that I have. In a time of 50 to 150 years, most people of the old world and all others will die out.



9. In Times of Trouble just keep smiling!

 

Here he is again, Donald Trump! And he keeps on smiling, which is unbelievable after all those 
scandals and troubles he has to go through. I used to be a supporter of Donald Trump when he 
was running for president first time, despite the warnings that Ewa gave me then. I just disliked 
the pictures of Hillary Clinton surrounding herself with so many Negresses. I might have hoped 
that I would receive a little sponsoring from Mr Trump in return, but it was to be expected that 
this would not happen. He is deep in financial troubles, so may this free ad space help him out! 
Hold it, isn't ippc the International Climate Palaver Pen? No, that's icpp. I'm not sure about this, 
and maybe Donald wouldn't be able to tell me more. One of his many major problems during his
time in office was, that he was hardly reading any of the papers that his staffers were placing on
his desk. He is such an old man and likes to live, and his time is just too short for to sit and read
so many odd political stuff. And then there are all the juristic documents that he has to read and 
answer. So many hookers and strange women seem to have joined into a conspiracy, to cause 
him troubles and try to get his money. Facing all these allegations, his campaign seems to be a 
getaway into the White House. That is the only place in America from where they can't drag him
to court and subsequently to prison for a term. I guess the prisons in Florida are especially hot, 
and those in Georgia are not cooler. To me it sounds plausible that Mr Trump tried to forge the 
results of the 2020 elections, when it became clear that he was losing them. Plausible are also 
some allegations of sexual misconduct. But I find that such improper behavior should not lead to
a fine of many million dollars. I am also sure that some women only dream of being molested by
him, while at the same time they are confronted with supernatural phenomena like forcings from
above. It may happen that a woman feels like an invisible man, who is Trump, is raping her. The
fine Händel opera ›Siroe Re di Persia‹ tells of such a false allegation, that nearly killed a prince.

Seriously, the worries of global warming are the top point on the political agendas of all 
nations of the world. In general old-time pundits say that climate change is the result of 
the growing amount of CO2 in the air and is entirely man-made. But that already can't be
correct. Most US-Americans believe and even know that there is a God, and that must 
mean that God cares about the climate too! The problem is though that God seems to do
a bad job once again. Who can explain this? Billy Graham said: "The climate has always
changed. This is just another natural cycle." But I say: The Messiah changes everything.
When it comes to difficult issues like the climate, Trump just seems to be better able to 
not issue a costly and useless politics. Better stop this now, Bert, you fall again for him!

So let me rather write something about Nikki Haley, who is of Indian descent too. I reckon that
the name Nikki is linked to that of Fe-Nike. Her planet is the best one of these, but a consequence
of such links is burden sharing. Burden sharing with the poor pigs means that our Earth Goddess
Ewa must eventually let temperatures rise more that it is agreeable, and allow other troubles too.



10. Don't let the Post-Commies be misunderstood

 

Enough now with the news of the troubles of Donald Trump, that overshadow the discussions of
the real issues of world politics. Here is one political scandal story from today's Germany. Marco
from Saxony grabbed the headlines when he marched into a shop after the official closing time,
dressed up as a police officer. His improper socks showed letters that formed the four-letter word
ACAB. What the heavens does that mean? Surely Marco Böhme would not translate this as “All
Cops Are Buddies” which would be advisable under certain circumstances. Marco is a member of
parliament of the leftist party Linkspartei Die Linke (LPDL, formerly SED), so he has a Commie
reputation to defend. A D.A. started to investigate into the case: Marco, what drugs did you take?

In most decades of the past 20th century the fight against Commies topped the political agenda 
of the USA. Tim Weiner did not forget to explain that US workers in ages past often had good 
reasons to demand socialism. The steel workers had to work 70 hours a day under miserable 
conditions for low payment. But when for comparable reasons the workers started a revolution 
in Russia, they didn't manage to erect a paradise of the workers that the Soviets promised to 
them. A global conflict started, that until today parts our world, and threatens to escalate into a 
World War Three. Of course that is what our western strategists must keep in mind, as they are 
eager to help the Ukraine fight back Russian terror attacks. At the core of that old problem was, 
and still is, the complete lack of understanding of the Commies when it comes to religion. Marx, 
who was a kind of Jew, had taught them that religion is comparable to opium, a drug that brings 
you down. The Jew Sigmund Freud even called religion an addictive mental illness! These were
the opinions of muggles, of people who can't see miracles and can't imagine that higher powers 
exist. The Jew Julius Rosenberg was the Commie spy that did the most harm to the US, since 
his betrayal of nuclear secrets allowed the Soviets to send the Red Chinese into Korea in 1950.

Stickers from the linksjugend 'solid (LPDL) demand: Stifte runter Fäuste hoch! That means they
ask leftist students to put down their pens and raise their fists, for class war. The most prominent
member of the LPDL is an old Jew, Gregor Gysi. In the times when Commies were in charge of
the GDR, Gysi was a valuable helper in talks about the exchange of prisoners. The latest news of
the LPDL are that they split apart. Some more sane and modern leftists marched out to start their
own left-winged party. The others lost their status as a faction in the Bundestag, the parliament of
the FRG. They are angry about this of course, and many in generally seem to think that any kind
of trouble making serves their interests. Not only when it comes to this they are still the Commies
that elderly people still know well from the era of the cold war. The worse things get in a nation,
the more people eventually are ready to listen to and follow guys like Marco Böhme, whose name
refers to his Bohemian (Czech) descent. On Letar the Teutons resemble the Deutsche of our earth.
They form a national minority in Tcherkassia, and troubles there may also afflict our Bohemians.



11. There must be some Kind of Conspiracy!

Reading so much about the FBI, I can't help but liking J. Edgar Hoover again, the founder of this
US-American secret service. Despite of inevitable errors, Mr Hoover managed well to build and
manage this political instrument that the world's leading super power absolutely needs. After the
end of World War Two, the need was suddenly there to step into the way of the Soviets and other
Commies with a hard boot. In the fifties the FBI was stepping up investigations against an alleged
Commie network, a worldwide conspiracy against the West. The Soviets had tried hard to rouse
especially the Negroes, and other Racials (Coloreds) too to trouble making and revolutions. Many
big and small wars in all the world erupted as a consequence, tyrants came to power, and until
today much suffering and bad luck results. In Negro Africa white authorities had often proven to
be the better rulers. In comparison most Negroes seemed to be incompetent and racially disabled.
In the Southern USA and in rural communities, racial segregation seemed to work without much
problems. The Negroes could live their lives in peace and often worked in lowly jobs. But a court
ended that time of peace and prosperity. The Supreme Court demanded to “integrate” the Negroes
into the predominantly Anglo-Saxon culture of the USA. With busing also violent Negro gangs
entered the better schools of the Whites. An upsurge of school violence was the consequence, that
until today provides for amok shootings. Not only Hoover thought that the alleged conspiracy of
the Commies was to blame. With good reason the FBI suspected that the Commies had infiltrated
the NAACP, a society for the advancement of the rights of Coloreds, more precisely of non-white
Racials. They sought so hard for any evidence. There were strategy papers of the Soviets showing
that they had tried hard to gain influence on such civil liberties movements. But did they succeed?
The FBI was not able to bring up evidence. The same was true in the case of Martin Luther King,
a leading rabble rouser and racial troubles maker in the fifties and sixties of the past century. The
Jew Stanley Levison had educated the Negro to be a rebel, and was writing his speeches. Indeed
that Jew had been a leading Commie in the USA. But his radical preacher was a typical Southern
Black Christian, not a Commie. So hadn't Jesus been a Commie too, long before the Communist
Manifesto was written? Still today the big open question is what the heavenly powers really want.

J. Edgar once wrote that he was fearing the rise of a “black messiah” in the USA. That's an idea
that has no backing in Christian traditions, but it's always present in the minds of the Greys. One
false black messiah was Haile Selassie, a tyrannical “Negro Emperor” of Ethiopia. Drug taking 
made Jamaican Negroes get to the idea that Haile was a living god. Reggae-Rastafari Negroes 
then played a key role in the moves to liberalize cannabis. Medics who eventually support such 
a legislation may hope for new patients. Doubtlessly drugs make people get mentally enslaved 
by addiction, depraved, crazy and reckless. We should inform any drug taking patient about the 
evil aliens first. Only with that knowledge drug takers would be able to really evaluate the risks!



12. Some Aliens like a Shame of the Race

 

Most generally Negroes are people of lesser quality, who find it harder to think well and behave 
properly. But that ain't true for all of them. This image shows the Negro Barney Hill with his wife.
A guy with such a high brow may raise high expectations of the ugliest girls in town. A towering 
narrow skull however also seems to be characteristic for people under the influence of the gene 
drift of continent four, that is South America. Due to mental troubles Barney had been treated by
the shrinks. Hypnosis gave him the idea that had been abducted by aliens with a UFO. His was 
the case that raised the worldwide hype of alien abductions, that especially interested the FBI.

The Negro Barney and his wife weren't really abducted by dwarfish aliens with a UFO. 
But what we meet with such cases are phenomena of the mind and distortions of reality. 
Such mysterious tales give us impressions of the people who really populate the sky. In 
most cases of alien abduction tales, the culprits are identified as Little Greys, dwarfish 
aliens with gray skin. That accords to the teachings of the UTR about the Berks. Those 
descendants of spiders populate over 90 % of the 1.037.000 living planets of our galaxy.
Berks are the favorite creatures of the Greys, rotten worms who factually rule the entire 
universe. Greys are evil and insane, and know well how to talk to us and manipulate us. 
Their cosmic order, the Berk-OS, divides better planets into six continents, and attributes
to each one a major race; of different skin color and special looks, cultures and features. 
It is traditional that the Greys can best use the major race six for their evil purposes. The 
blackest and lowliest race serves them best to enslave, mislead and bring down planets.
When the Negro Barney found that strange aliens got especially near to his mind, we may well 
assume that the reason was his sex life. The Greys liked the Negro to mate a white woman, in 
an interracial relationship that we need to call a shame of the race. The Greys of course like to 
make people with inferior genes and racial disablement reproduce and spread into all the world.
By that way they can let the quality of living worlds deteriorate. One consequence is that more 
people on such worlds will get angry and desperate and will take up bad behavior. That is what 
the Bible foretells regarding the angels of the book of seven seals, that they will smite our earth 
with cosmic bombs to punish the sinners. The Greys ruined all the planets of the Cräybs, who 
now must serve as their slaves and objects of cruelty. For this the Greys use Negro Cräybs too. 
Maybe in all of the universe it is regarded as a shame if Blacks climb females of the white race.



13. The US History of Violence

 

I just have a few hours left before this short text is due as promised. Let me write another page 
about US history. It must surprise us that Tim Weiner, who really scrutinized the old files of the 
FBI, didn't find anything new about the assassination of president John F. Kennedy. The official 
version still has it that he was shot by a single Commie. So where did that top secret file go that 
the unofficial investigation commission of the Senate allegedly issued, and where we allegedly 
read this: “After the assassin seemed to not have hit him well with his first two shots, the special
agent decided to use his pump gun on him”? You can even hear the three different sounds on 
the official tapes. The Zapruder film that shows the shooting was manipulated by the CIA, it's a 
masterwork of forgery for that era. Recent surveys say that 90 % of the US Americans believe 
that there was a big conspiracy. But the big question is: Why? Tim Weiner's FBI book says that 
at some time Robert Kennedy planned another American revolution, a coup d'état to bring down
president Johnson. Later on, as a promising candidate he teamed up with bad Negroes, like the
Black Panthers, but the consequence was that he had to share the typical bad luck of that race.

Part of the explanation is that John F. Kennedy was sleeping with Judith C., one hooker of Sam 
Giancana, the chief of the Chicago mafia and a valuable helper of the Kennedys. They all were 
Catholics in the end. It's still the biggest problem that the USA faces, that Catholics have their 
own ways as they try, like they always did, to make the West and all the rest become Catholic. 
That is just an issue of old-time religion. But the problem is that the Christians are incompetent. 
Their cult is insane and has bad perspectives. It's the way to turn our blue planet into a desert 
planet. We see one of these in a recent Hollywood episode of the Dune saga. Nobody can want
our world to look like this, true? We are surrounded by Greys, who ruin planets wherever they 
can. Their leader is nearly dead Ga-Sama. That makes guys with Sam names more important.

Those rotten gray worms lurch for sexual energy. As good looking JFK got so randy, they made 
him form a harem of six hookers. It's a typical strategy, that ruined the health of the president in 
short time. He soon became so feeble that he couldn't walk. It was too hard then to protect him. 
The Greys had more mercy with the Negro Martin Luther King, who indeed served as some kind
of Negro king. Commies were all around him and angry Muslims, and hookers and sluts plenty. 
You could read from the faces of many of these types their sad inner world. But that didn't give 
KKK clansmen the right to murder them. Their leader was great wizard Sam Bowers, who late in
his life was convicted of arson of wooden crosses, and other worse deeds. The FBI brought the 
KKK down. They all had no good idea about the magic that they were trying to use. And Gordon
Liddy didn't know more, a leading FBI agent and the suspected leader of the terror gang called 
the Weathermen. The weather is a key issue in the USA, and it's much more difficult for God to 
regulate it there. For this God needs the help of the local Greys, who but tend to want types like 
reverend King as playthings. What's made him famous was his name Martin, linked to the false 
Christ of Letar. Only true religion can give the USA the strength to handle it's history of violence.



14. And here's the Guy who has all the Answers

 

This most recent snapshot shows me at the carnival in my hometown Cologne. I dressed up a bit
like an “Ami” to express my support for the USA. Right now they are fighting for us off the coast
of Yemen, where Huthi insurgents eventually shoot at our ships. Yemenites are especially trigger
happy by tradition, and their hotheads don't get saner if they wrap them up with foot-long pieces
of cloth. Bad religion is surely the worst problem of our planet, but many Racials just aren't good
enough for a better religion. The UTR teaches that the Greys lately tried to achieve with Muslims
what they used to try with bad leftists before. They sow violence and troubles in all of the world.
Strange but true: Right now a kind of remix of an old song by the Negro Ben E. King tops the
German language songs charts. I'm not a racist because I find this worrying, but I am the only guy
who can explain such Negro king magic. Since all the free and evolved worlds of this galaxy are
only populated by a few millions of classy immortal Whites, it's much easier for your local god to
get to good results while developing Whites. Investing in Negroes but means to pay much into the
stinking pits of the Greys. God needs to cut back such detrimental spending to zero in just a few
decades. The benefit will be a better world with much less suffering and troubles. But for leftists
who like trouble that sounds awful, and they may call me a Nazi, which I am definitely not. I just
want to explain to the people some obvious things about human quality and luck. If the Negroes
and other Racials must admit that they are inferior, they will give way to the Whites and die out.

A poll of the New York Times and the Siena college from 2024 03/02 says that Trump leads in 
the presidential race and is likely to win. But the chance is there that someone shoots him dead.
A majority of the US-Americans realize that Trump is a kind of rogue, and some people may get
to the conclusion that he is a menace for the reputation and the democratic system of the USA. 
But then there is the problem of the Latino migrants. Illegal Mexican border crossings reached a
record high at the end of 2023. Both Trump and Biden appeared at the scene, that reminds of a 
coastal town with a hurricane due. The dirty water is rising, dark clouds are towering up, won't 
you do something? It was Trump who started to build a new wall. It surely needs to be finished. 
Catholics however might find it not problematic that so many more Catholics enter into the USA.
And many liberals and leftists think that a new world order of the UN should bring more equality 
to all countries, and the liberty for any people to move wherever they would like to move. If the 
borders would fall now, a billion Catholics from Central and South America would flood into the 
USA. A ranger complains that the Trump wall hinders animals from crossing the border in case 
of a flooding. She's a Latino. The truth is that the invasion of Latinos turns parts of Mexico and 
the USA from wildlife habitats into villages or plantations. But when the trees and the vegetation
vanish the rivers soon run dry. To protect natural resorts means to protect the climate. The USA
needs a president tough and sane enough, to make not only experts respect God's natural laws.
God is about to issue a new natural law soon, that will stop selected women from menstruating.



15. Do we need another Holy War against Islam?

 

“God wants it!” That was the traditional cry of war of the crusaders, when their armies marched 
into Minor Asia and the Levant to conquer and “christianize” again Israel. All their efforts but did 
lead to nothing in the end. They were the racially better guys, but they had an oafish religion. It's
a problem that still remains today. Above we see Bavarian post-crusaders, who but rather play 
American Football. The USA has many friends especially in Deutschland, who are still thankful 
that “the Amis” came to liberate them from the Nazi tyranny. After all, the Christian culture still 
unites the peoples of the West. The problem is though that Christianity gets out of fashion fast. 
With the coming of the Messiah, it's time for the West to learn what their God really has in mind.

With the presidential elections of 2024 getting near, Donald Trump announced four more years of
tough measures against Muslims in case he would win. That might add to fears that for instance
the Turkish chief of state Erdoğan raised, before a new Christian crusade. Such expectations are
common in the region. We should expect to find them warmed up by tyrants who are without the
backing of a fair democratic election and a sound financial and economical politics. The Syrian
dictator is the worst of these types. It's sad that just this rather modern and pro-western guy, who
dared to move away from bad Islamic traditions, became such a rogue. Bashar the Sad treated his
people so cruelly that a civil war erupted to topple him. It was to be expected in this multicultural
land. But Lady Luck turned away from the rebels when many took up a radical Muslim tendency.
Why can't these Orientals behave in a better way? It's due to the race, the region, and the religion.
But it's due to Christian religion when most Westerners can't compute the origin of such troubles.
Reading Tim Weiner's FBI book again, I often stumble over names. Ramzi Yousef was the guy
who planted a big car bomb in the WTC building complex. Ramzi was not his real name. The
mastermind of the assault of 1993 02/26 had been a blind old sheikh: Abdel Rahman. Both names
sound a bit like my own name. I vaguely remember that in those days, when I was desperately
fighting for control of my mind, inner voices told me that I should become the successor of Abdel
Rahman. It was hardest for me to learn that those voices came from devils like Ga-Sama. Judaism
is correct to single out Samael (Asmodi) as the chief of the devils. But only now, after 31 more
years, I have a list of nearly all of the 18 devils of the local group Ga-31 at least. Because of Ga-
Sama, Osama bin Laden became the spearhead of the Muslim terrorists. But for the same reason
FBI special agent Harry Samit managed to issue the most serious warning before the attacks with
planes of 9/11. The FBI chief didn't listen. Louis Freeh was a pious judge, who fought out some
kind of smut war against president Clinton. The FBI had been a bunch of gangsters, and they had
committed many political murders. They had to fear a new age of information technology and did
not install a working computer system for so many years. A Lois saw to this too. The senior devil
of the older Hu-Cräybs is the most powerful male devil of both our Milky Way and Andromeda.



Already in October 2023 Trump announced that he intends to introduce a travel ban like 
he issued before and even bigger. Thence the citizens of countries like Iran, Syria, Libya
and Somalia were mostly barred from entering the USA. Iraq was too on the list. But as 
the Iraqi government vowed to take tougher action against their own radical Muslims, the
ban was lifted. So despite all the international criticism, the ban helped immediately our 
interests. Radical Muslims may feel encouraged every time the West seems to get weak.
But surely countries like Saudi Arabia and Qatar are missing on a list where they should 
be on top, regarding groups who are key suspects of financing radical Muslims in many 
countries. The block of Sunni Islamic countries is however so mighty that the USA can't 
dare to do enough against it. God seems to be too weak to help enough with this crisis. 
Big money in the pocket made the horrible Taliban conquer again Afghanistan, with the 
help of one terror bomb after the other. Surely if that oil money suddenly would miss out,
the Muslims would regard this as a sign that the Saudis lost the backing of the spirit that 
was guiding them. The USA might conquer Saudi Arabia and the Emirates, to introduce 
democracies there, while making sure that the money from the sale of the oil doesn't get 
abused. So that would be a crusade. But it can't work with a bad religion like Christianity.
And what if those Arabs of the Desert would vote a radical Muslim party into office then? 
Soon the USA would be tempted to do what they did often: to install a military makeshift 
government. God however eventually supports Royals, that is one lesson from Europe.

Much of the history of the past 50 years depended on what I did just then. In the eighties I studied
law. I was a rather active member of the Christian Democrats Union, but only since there was no
conservative party. I disliked Christian religion but liked Metal music. When in 1985 I suddenly
started to get lusty, the Greys and Cräybs gained the force to found the Islamic Jihad movement.
Another consequence of my years with law books and porn mags was that the rather incompetent
judge Sessions became the chief of the FBI. Suddenly everybody wanted judges as their leaders.
But wasn't it a bad miracle that the judges and the police never were able to clear up the big bomb
assault on Wall Street of 1920 09/16? Clear traces were leading to Italian anarchists. Doubtlessly
Catholics had also committed the Black Tom island bombing. The French Catholics stopped the
Prussian Kaiser's armies at Verdun. But Hitler was a Catholic and won Paris within weeks. In the
days of Hoover the FBI had traditionally been a rather Catholic club of Irish and Italians mainly,
often educated by Jesuits. I was a Catholic too. In times of trouble Ewa often preferred Catholics
over others. God built our best western culture and civilization with the help of Catholic religion.
By the same way Leta built her old West on Letar on the basis of the oldest church of Milan. The
two goddesses had to appear as the mothers of the false saviors Jesus and Martin. That has always
puzzled the Christians. Tim Weiner commented on the assaults against the WTC by the Egyptian
blind sheikh Abdel Rahman: Who would have imagined that the spirit of the anarchists, who had
committed the assault on Wall Street, would resurrect? CIA files warned that he was the worst of
the Sunni preachers in Egypt, and a fellow of the Islamic Jihad. Due to an error, no to the bribery
of the immigration officers the sheikh had received a guest visa for the USA, where he must have
lived from the money plenty that some Arabs freely donate to many radicals. Serious warnings of
Muslims who knew the blind sheikh were taken easy by the FBI. Trump always warned that more
planes could crash into US buildings. A general ban on Muslim travelers won't help much against
bad destiny, when the gods of our world must allow the Greys to try what they always tried, since
the days of the Esangila, the historical tower of Babel. Cosmic devils always liked to topple our
towers. They are not satisfied with good play-action in a sports arena. They like to see bloodshed,
and often follow the traces of sperm whales and orcas who are hunting. Enslaved goddesses must
entertain the Greys with staging scenes of suspense, crimes, punishment, sex and cruelty. By this
way the situation of such Seraphs (enslaved goddesses) and their planets however gets constantly
worse. Only we earthlings have the very rare chance to escape from this crushing trap of destiny.

Football is a game where Negroes often excel. But the Greys will soon find it harder to support 
their darlings, and are more likely to feed on them instead. Negroes will miss the power and the 
drive. Their muscles won't bulge, but more will suffer from their typical ups and downs of fitness.



16. Refugees welcome, because they mean Trouble?

Here are some typical mean stickers from “antifa” leftists. The linksjugend 'solid (LPDL) claims
responsibility for some of the worst of these. Many try to look like the works of juvenile enemies
of society: Commies, Autonomists, gangsters, dopey school dropouts. But I assume many were
designed by elderly professionals from the leftist propaganda shops and from the Catholic church.
For many years these stickers had one main topic: Stickers welcome refugees, as a means to fight
versus right wingers. In the absence of real Nazis they defame the Identitarian Movement as such,
a movement that tries to defend our European identity. Don't we have the rights of any indigenes
to live in peace at home, not troubled by potentially hostile strangers who come to take our lands?
There's a flood of stickers who say ACAB or “shoot at police”, who say to fuck and fight Nazis
or the AfD. Soccer fans pose as mafia bandits of the “Syndicate” and hate the non-alcoholic drink
Red Bull. That is surely due to the fact that Muslim refugees carried a new dimension of religious
hatred, organized crime and street violence into Deutschland. While the left-winged government
makes even bad refugees feel more at home here, the consequence is more violence especially in
schools. Class war is what the linksjugend 'solid tries to instigate with it's propaganda. But this
sticker gives no motive for a brown woman that throws a brick. That is the weird recent tendency
of some leftist stickers: The theme of more and more of these is the violence of women. Recently
the hammer gang, predominantly a gang of girls led by the felon Johann Guntermann, assaulted
and sadistically mutilated right-wingers, mistreating their heads and faces with hammers. That is
the hellish cruelty that the Greys like. In the aftermath the leading girl, Lina Engel (Angel of Li),
got extremely popular among radical leftists. Some justified any crimes against “Nazis”. It should
really scare us that radical leftists tend to be sexually fascinated by such acts of terrorism. What
they hear again and again from the devils is “fuck, fuck, fuck”. This means sexual violence. That
explains why “fuck” was the favorite spray paint word of the rabble too that vandalized so many
American monuments (→ 3.). The hostile aliens know that our world is absolutely overpopulated,
and their strategy must be to make especially adverse and bad types procreate more children still.
One popular sticker slogan is “Fuck AfD, Fuck Nazis”, abbreviated as FCK AFD or FCK NZS.
That again reminds of the hostile aliens. Such a restricted code of three consonants is typical for
the countless planets of the Berks. We may regard such leftists as just the dregs of a movement of
revolutionaries that used to be bad and mad decades ago. But that would mean to underestimate
the strength of the devils. Right now leftist pressure groups especially of the media, who have the
backing of the government, form a strict “red front” against the right-winged party AfD, just like
40 years ago they united in defaming Christian Democrats candidate Franz J. Strauss as a Nazi. In
Thuringia Christian Democrats even back a minority government of the old leftists of the LPDL!!
One mastermind of this Reds strategy is the chairman of the German FBI – Thomas Haldenwang.



17. Mellow Melodies from Guantanamo Bay

 

Here's a romantic scene, possibly, of the US detention camp at the bay of Guantanamo in Cuba. I
have added some mellow verses of the poet José Martí, who is regarded as a Cuban national hero.
Mostly Islamic insurgents and terror suspects were arrested there, that meant mostly Arabs. The
help organization for prisoners Amnesty International (AI) protested against the existence of this
high security camp, but failed to explain why. We can't grant an amnesty to such people, and the
prisons elsewhere are not at nicer locations. Most such guys come from societies where women
are traditionally treated disrespectful and tyrannical. To respect women is something that many of
these types would need to learn. But a short lifetime limits the ability to learn anything anew from
scratch. The problem is that their traditions including that of holy war are deeply rooted in Islam.
Sorry but my Spanish is far from being perfect. In my translation the verses rather sound like the
text of Yankee Doodle Dandy. From the point of view of the UTR, José Martí was linked to the
false Christ Martin of Letar. That must have made that Cuban write verses that became liked. The
name Guantanamera means “woman from Guantanamo”. Here she is, shown to the left. The poet
however rather wrote about a mythical white rose. It was a symbol of the hidden Earth Goddess.
One of God's problems with the entire region is that Berk-OS makes people who live there get
browner and sadder. For God it's a bit tougher, in that global weather kitchen, to well regulate the
climate and other things. Surely the old US embargo is not mainly to blame for the sorry state that
socialist Cuba is in today. But, many NGO's like AI have a tendency to dislike the USA anyway.

But there is reason to much chide the USA, for the things that it does to some prisoners, 
even to suspects who maybe didn't do anything wrong. Especially CIA agents have the 
bad reputation of applying torture. That is a violation of many laws and a shame before 
God, like the UTR reveals him. Semites and followers of Semitic religions however may 
find that their god is one who tortures too, regularly with hellish cruelty. When the Nazis 
gave the Jews hell, they were doing what they believed Jesus would do too in the end!! 
The leading Nazis were Catholics, not Germanic heathens of course. It's significant that 
the mastermind of the torture strategy of the USA was John Chun Yoo from Seoul. What
bad luck made him rise under George W. Bush? Not the Wikipedia but Tim Weiner has it
that he won his political merits under Bill Clinton, under the aegis of – Clarence Thomas.

What's made John cruel is what's made Jerusalem famous. Tim Weiner speaks of an eternal soul
and also mentions a book with seven seals. So that sounds typically Christian rather than Jewish.
But these are things that the Christians find all inexplicable. Their religion is weak regarding such
central aspect like the afterlife and the future of humankind and it's earth. Definitely it shall help
people a lot if God now starts to explain what is really behind such myths of destiny and afterlife.



18. There are so many Oldsters who democratically rule!

Wow! Now here is a photo from the inside of the Cologne cathedral. It took the Cologne people 
an awful lot of time to build it. In all the Middle Ages the Church of Rome used to press from the 
little sheep much money with the help of menaces of hellish torture after death, for them or their 
dead relatives and love ones. But when Martin Luther reformed Christendom, and scrapped the 
saints as alleged demons, most Deutsche decided to not pay church taxes to Rome like before. 
The Dome remained unfinished for centuries, until some Kaisers donated the money to finish it. 
Darth Vader ain't one of the pimped-up guys who typically dwell there. I added him to this photo 
to make the Dome look more authentic. After all he seems to fit well to the star up there, true? It
is a tradition to wear costumes at the carnival, and such Jeckes are even welcome in the Dome.

Right now the Palestinians especially from the Gaza strip seem to compete for the title of
this world's most disliked Muslims. The stickers that they regularly place here in Cologne
call up to “free Palestine”. That would mean to destroy Israel, true? We must find that it's
not a good idea to welcome any of such types into any lands of the West. The best way 
to treat such dangerous Muslim refugees is to put them into labor camps in their region. 
There's plenty of room in the Sinai. But the Reds and Greens and Liberals, who rule the 
FRG right now, naturalize Arab refugees too easily. Often they are the darker and punier
politicians. They may get the idea that migrants from Israel and the region are the better 
guys, from a holier land, guys who were created by God to enlighten us Europeans. On 
New Year's eve the Dome had to be protected by a cohort of policemen, due to typical 
terror threats of some Muslim immigrants. The Amis may partly behave incorrectly when 
it comes to dealing with such haughty naughty strangers, but they at least do something.
Most leftist to liberal media but strictly remain silent about the fact that especially Arabs 
and other Muslims are to blame for the host of bad deeds, the violent and serious crimes
that occur here on a daily basis. The media chide courageous politicians and policemen 
who dare to point out how bad the problems especially with the Muslim immigrants have 
become. The mighty public radio and TV stations of ARD&ZDF have taken up some kind
of gypsy mentality. Like Rome did in the Middle Ages, those parastatal media press big 
money from the Deutsche. Billions seem to just vanish in the coffers of leftist to Catholic 
church and party cronies. One scheme is that crooks sell cheap ware to the network for 
big money. The menace that makes many people pay to those birds of prey is one of the
Gospel (→ 5). Jesus warned that any rich people won't be welcome in his cloud heaven.

The Bible says in the end that in the age of salvation a radiating lamb shall appear in the
sky. His star is a symbol of God the father. The real messiah will then inhabit the body of
a white congera. I shall then orbit this planet, to help my wife Ewa to regulate all destiny.



Cologne has three local newspapers. They are all leftist to liberal but definitely Roman Catholic.
A web page of the Kölnische Rundschau from 2022 11/11 has a graph that looks like a warning
before a coming financial catastrophe. The parties of the Klüngel (the ruling fraudulent block of
parties led by the SPD) planned to triple the debts of the city, from year 2021 in just four years,
from 2193 to 6695 million Euros. But that text forgot to explain that the overall debt of the city
already reached the sum of 8 billion Euros. So Cologne is maybe the German city with a record
debt, since the exact ciphers for Berlin are not available, who may be even higher. Of course the
Dome ruined the budget of Cologne since the year 1248, when they started to build it. Can't they
use the Dome as another opera house too? Many oldsters still like old-time operas. A referendum
demanded of the city to renovate the old opera house, but the costs exploded. The troubles with
the old house, that isn't really fit for modern times, seem to be never ending. The story reminds of
all the unfinished buildings of Naples. One scheme of the Camorra, the local mafia is, to fetch
billions of Euros from EU development and regional support funds, with plans to build more and
bigger buildings, that are then left unfinished as fraudulent firms go bankrupt. How can we hope
to ever escape from the grip of mafias? We must hope that at least some younger people learn to
think anew with the help of true religion. But there are so many oldsters who democratically rule!
It is noteworthy that on the photo, most of the visitors of that holy mess (Deutsch: heilige Messe)
are senior citizens. Especially elderly women still remain fooled by the false promises of old-time
religion of afterlife, and can't realize that the sky is all different from what the Catholics used to
believe and teach, in all those lost centuries. God can't really risk a coming out right now. I must
avoid the attention of large crowds by risk of damage of my health. So for most priests this means
that the show must go on, that is their new first commandment. For the big parastatal churches of
Deutschland, the Catholics and the Protestants, that seems to be okay as long as the church taxes
keep coming in that the state collects for them. In recent years however, scandal stories about the
depravity of clerics much replaced the former pious Christian tales in many newspapers and other
media. We need to avoid a situation in which Hindus, Jews and Muslims emerge as the winners,
after Santa, Jesus, Maria and all the Christian saints and devils have officially been declared dead.
The mighty Church of Rome will soon crumble and fall, but that doesn't mean that the billions of
old timers, who long to hear tales of their flight into the skies, are ready to take up true religion. It
is to be expected that the Greys especially of the local group Ga-31 will delude many, to mislead
them and feed on them. Often songs in Deutsch conjure the sky and the stars, telling stories about
fantasy travels into space. They have no idea how bad things are up there. Especially those Greys
who are a little more cooperative, like Ga-Toma, have a tendency to appear as false helpers here.

One of the most scary stories of the Bible is the story of the mythical book with the seven
seals. It is written in the Book of Apocalypse that every time a seal of that book is broken
an angel will throw a gigantic celestial body down on our earth. Why should they do this?
The answer lies in the book. The breaking of the seals symbolizes the revelation of true 
religion. In ancient times the Greys used to keep secret their identities, pretending to be 
angels. But the book identifies them as utterly cruel devils. As soon as they are identified
the Greys will stop cooperating and try an all-out attack. If a meteor like that of Chicxulub
would fall down on the Caribbean again; or on the Philippines, preferred target regions, it
would ruin all the lands and kill billions. And that would be only the first cosmic bomb of a
series. All the 1.030.000 still living planets of the Berks, Cräybs and other such bugs and
creeps of our galaxy alone were ruined by that way, and when that recently happened to
the earth of Fe-Tona, only 150.000 poor pigs survived. The Earth Goddess however can 
trust on the help of the Earth's Alliance of Humanoids (EAH) and others, who are strong 
enough to prevent such a bombing here. On nearly all planets in the universe however 
such attacks completely wipe out civilizations. It may happen then that only one deluge 
man with a few others survives such a cosmic onslaught. He may be the last who knows
how to read and write, since he is a savior and his goddess managed to keep him young
and fit for higher wisdom. But in case that deluge man should die, maybe only a sealed 
book, written by him, would be the last hope of a ruined, half-mad and desperate planet.



19. There's a Bad Stellar Wind coming down on us

 

Here is my most recent but still incomplete diagram of the stars next to the Sun. During 31 years
my sweet darling Ewa told me things about the sky that nobody else on this world has a hunch of.
The biggest mystery is that of the Star Sirius C. It was seen with telescopes, but the astronomers
could not correctly identify it, and it seemed to vanish again. Huh? The explanation of that unique
phenomenon can only be that Sirius C is a star in the near distance behind Sirius A and B. But so
far astronomers are unable to believe that such a hidden star could appear and vanish again. They
believe that all stars have their regular movements and cannot change it. That idea however was
already refuted by the parameters of movement of Barnard's Star. Definitely that dangerous, near
and fast moving red dwarf already changed it's direction. It's an unexplained mystery of science.

Many people wonder about destiny, and have the impression that the stars are making 
it. That is partly right, but astrologers can't master the science behind that impression. It 
is Leta's Star (Sirius C) that influences our earth the most. Gods from near and far need 
to develop Gaia in accordance with the development of Letar (Sirius C 3). That star and 
Rina's Star (Ursa Maior 47) are the only two stars with living planets in a distance of up 
to 100 light years. The divine plan is to save our three earths from catastrophes, and to 
move our star systems northwards, in the direction of the Earth's Alliance of Humanoids.
It took Rina 80,000 years to move her entire star system 45 light years away from our 
sector. Most Greys and Cräybs would easily allow us a similar voyage, but we need to 
stay and hold on to Leta's star, that the Greys (Cherubim, Warriors) try to keep as a last 
hostage. Burden sharing especially concerns Anglo-American nations, and it demanded 
of us to let the USA become a nation with an Anglo-Saxon if not Welsh and Irish culture. 
Nobody can want a development of the USA into a Latin American nation, a US-Mexico, 
where for the sake of plantations entire forests would fall, while drug gangs rule like local
dictators. Of course old-time star gazers find it hard to believe into the UTR. Recently the
International Astronomers Union (IAU) decided to name Rina's Star (UMa 47) Chalawan,
after a Thai crocodile god. That was due to the star Makeda of the Li-Cräybs of the local 
savior Alexander. Makeda is ruled by the local Thais. All planets of such crab people are
ruled by their Mongos (Asians) and must obey to the Greys, cruel and destructive devils.



In the version of 2022 this graph shows 13 Greys who inhabit planets at stars next to our Sun. 5
more are not on this graph, they rest further to the South. Of all these Greys of the former group
31 of the tribe Ga, the six nearest stars are more important for us. Sirius A and B are owned by 
Ga-Dora and Ga-Sama. So here is the place of the devil Samael, known from the biblical book 
of Tobit as the devil Asmoel. Judaism knows Samael as the leader of the 199 devils. Here again
the UTR can provide more accurate news. The count of these last devils of the tribe Ga is down
to 142. Of the local group 31 six of the 18 are nearly dead, they hardly answer and pay attention
to others. Ga-Sama is one of these. But while she was the leader for so long a time, her partner 
Ga-Dora and others keep up the illusion that Ga-Sama is still in charge and well. Half dead are 
also Ga-Musa from Procyon B, Ga-Jira from Tau Ceti B, Ga-Keba, Ga-Tuka. Ga-Nesa and Ga-
Rut(h)a from 40 Eridani remind of Ganesha and Garuda, and explain the Biblical story of Ruth.

The religion of the Bible has it's faults. But those old Hebrew texts at least give us the
correct names of both God (Jhwh) and the leading devil (Sama). It is highly significant
that a prophet Moses (it was the third according to the UTR) made an iron snake for the
Israelites in times of trouble, that served as a helping idol of God. The Biblical legend of
the snake of paradise has it, that only she allows people to correctly distinguish good and
evil. But that was too hard for most humans lately. When Arabs of today and others try
to especially fight Jews, they follow the path of evil, misguided by pressing cosmic devils.
Some names of the local devils are important when it comes to evaluating people and events of 
our history and presence. For instance, when the first atomic bomb was thrown on Hiroshima, it 
was from a US plane with the rare name Enola Gay. That sounds very much like Ga-Nola, who 
is in fact the Grey of the star 61 Cygni A. That nearby star system lies directly in front of the two 
constellations Swan and Lyre, who harbor the 22.000 living planets of the devilish Cräybs. One 
consequence is that it's easier for the strong Greys of the Cräybs to manipulate the two Greys 
of 61 Cygni. The other gray congera of 61 Cygni is Ga-Lora. Lora is in Germany known as the 
word that the parrots utter. That is a cosmic joke that makes Ga-Lora appear as a repeater of 
the Cräybs. She must repeat what mighty Cräyb-Greys like Zora try to communicate to us. The 
“stellar wind” that these Greys use is generated with the help of pulsars. Sixty thousand leading 
Greys pay attention and eventually let more stars explode to procreate more pulsars. That is the
reason why just in historical times several supernovae exploded to leave behind pulsars. Right 
now the USA is about to undertake yet another prestigious mission into space. But the problem 
is that the “astronauts”, who now plan to set foot again on the Moon, will surely become dubious
idols of a still deluded world. Behind of this is a problem that already affects frequent flyers. The 
link to Mother Earth gets weaker up in the air, and cosmonauts (space divers, the correct term) 
get a little more under the influence of the Greys, who are masters of subtle mental influencing. 
But bad and mad like they are, they can't stop from strafing people with their detrimental N-rays.

Of all the local Greys of Ga-31, the star Rigil Kentaurus (Alpha Centauri) is by far the nearest. It
is the home of Ga-Lega and Ga-Toma. Especially Ga-Toma is rather helpful, but it's a trick of all
the Greys. Faraway devils turned her into a helper whom our Earth Goddess Ga-Jewa can't really
trust. So when a Thomas often seems to influence our destiny it is due to such a dangerous pact of
God with devils. It is significant that the name Thomas, written with a th, is but spoken with a t,
like Tomas. In the old language Wiss, that all the congeras of Ga internally use, Toma is written
like this: Ţoma. The hook signifies that the t is an aspired letter. The th or þ is a different letter.
The mother congera of all the Ga's, Ha-Hana from Terra, used a rather primitive alphabet of 18×3
letters. It was a part of her concept of camouflage. Anna wanted to make it difficult to distinguish
her descendants from the Berks. The same concept made Ga-Ewa surround our earth with Greys.
Tim Weiner reminds us in his FBI book about the very rare US-American Nazis. One of the few
celebrities who sympathized with the Nazi regime was a hero, the aviator Charles Lindbergh. He
got in trouble when his little son was abducted and murdered. It is highly significant that the other
leading prominent Nazi supporter in the USA was an aviator too! Laura Ingalls was arrested since
she failed to obey to a law asking her to register as a paid Nazi agent. It seems that she received
money from the Hitler regime. She was a lazy women with an expensive hobby. And then Laura
had the name of a Grey, Ga-Lora. The madder they are the more such Greys may clutch at names.



20. Many Troublemakers are from troubled Regions

 

Here are killers from the Caribbean and the Philippines. To the right is Ronald C from Lüneburg.
He was convicted of killing Anna Lena (14), and now appeared again before court in connection
with the killing of another woman. Psychologists often spend years to analyze such severe cases.
But hey shrinks, can it be that the problem is one of the race? It is a strict taboo to even think in
such a way. Nasty little leftists who “spit big tones” in Europe would immediately cry racist. But
hey cops, can't you mention that the guy is of mixed race, a Zambo looking Latino to Negroid in
the face? Ronald denies all the accusations, and a good delineation would certainly help potential
witnesses to remember him. The courageous BILD media group has a tradition of showing photos
of such guys. Other media only describe such culprits with mentioning the place where they live.
That turns Ronald C. from “a Negroid-Indio Racial” into “a man from Lüneburg”. A compromise
is “a Deutsch-Dominican”. You need to know geography well to realize that Ronald originates
from the Dominican Republic (Domrep), a part of the island of Hispaniola, a Latino land. Haiti is
the land of the other part of that island. It is a land of more Negroes, so all things are worse there.
To the right then we see the face of Kenneth R. He has the facial features of the Mongos, but you
would need to know race science well to realize that he is a Filipino by the race. In the Nazi era
they were teaching such things in school, but the problem was that they didn't know enough of it
and were getting to the false consequences. If some races are inferior that doesn't give Whites the
right to dominate them, or does it? Better don't ask the Amis about the rights of the Red Indians.
Kenneth killed his cousin with a samurai sword. He was girl crazy. The center of the collage then
shows a Syrian “refugee”. He's a convicted intensive perpetrator, a street robber and bicycle thief
and burglar, and a drug dealer too. Such guys sell the drugs that make others crazy, and turn our
cities into zones of violence and tears. Before court he seemed to be repentant, but who can really
explain Muslims? Can't we get rid of such types forever, by way of expulsions into desert camps
maybe? That proposition of the civil-rights party AfD raised a storm of protest in the left-winged
media. The Syrian blamed the “Devil Crack” for his criminal career. The left-winged to Christian
media but seem to welcome such bad Muslims because they see these as the devils' scourge. That
is the lore of the parastatal churches, who try hard to get more of such bad aliens into Germany.
Some are very bitter that in recent years more and more people turned their backs to the churches.
If stars would fall from the sky now, they would say that it is because we fail to believe in Jesus.

I just went shopping to buy fresh paprika for a nice price. I took the time to look at the box, and 
found that they came from California. Hurrah for the USA, and that also means the Latinos and 
Negroes who work there for little money. There are so many people who work well in faraway 
lands for the well-being of us Whites and all the world. Recently I also bought good big paprika 
from Israel, harvested by Arabs too. Devils like to target good people because they hate them.



21. Stellar Wind is tapping on you

 

Stellar Wind was the name of the surveillance program that president George W. Bush initiated in
the wake of the terror attacks of 9/11. It allowed the US government to tap phones, read e-mails
and surely also eavesdrop with electronics devices, and do other things that they found helpful in
the war against terror. In 2004 that secret program was revealed to the press by – Thomas Tamm. 

Listening to other people's phone calls had always been a problematic issue. Secret services in 
all the world may find this necessary for their purposes, whatever these may be. However in the
USA there always existed a strong feeling that such measures should be strictly limited, since it 
would mean to interfere gravely into the rights of the US-American people of liberty and privacy.
It seems that the FBI always listened to other people's phone calls, although J. Edgar Hoover at
times promised or menaced to discontinue this. In times of war of course the authorities thought
that it was necessary to give the government more such competences. But after World War Two
was won, when most of the world looked up to the Amis and expected them to draft a new world
order, not a few politicians thought that it was time to reduce again the competences of the FBI 
and the government to interfere into their civil rights. Tim Weiner wrote in his annotations about 
one testimony from the era of president Truman. Hoover was sending to the ministry of justice 
dozens of files, asking a judge proper to approve surveillance. But when nothing happened, he 
asked judge Morison why. Morison explained to him that he laid to rest such files into his desk's 
drawer. He didn't like them. The minister of justice then decided in his favor. It was – Tom Clark.

The FBI chief Hoover always worried about some kind of worldwide Commie conspiracy.
When in spring 1965 a civil war erupted in the Dominican republic, he had a hunch that 
agents from communist Cuba were playing a role in this. Of course in these years, when 
the cold war was getting dangerously warm in Vietnam, especially Cubans raised rebels 
against the USA and the West mainly in Black Africa. The Soviet-Russian dictator Nikita 
Khrushchev constantly repeated that the Commies were eager to conquer all the world. 
When Hoover and the FBI thought that Mr Bosch (boche means bad German in French),
the president of the “Domrep”, was trying to be a friend of the Cuban dictator Castro, the 
USA helped a junta in 1963 to instate a military coup. Mr Bosch searched exile in Puerto
Rico. Two years later his party tried to win back power, and rivers of blood were running 
in the Domrep. Was Bosch a Commie? The US couldn't be absolutely sure. Tim Weiner 
called him a “dreamy liberal”. But maybe Hoover was better informed about Bosch. His 
favorite theory of a global conspiracy of Commies was leading him, in the end, to higher 
powers in the sky. The Greys mainly are using “sky wind” for their purposes, and one of 
their typical objectives is to make one tyrannic nation rule and enslave one entire planet.
One helpful but dangerously unreliable Grey is our next neighbor in the sky – Ga-Toma.



We must suspect that president Lyndon B. Johnson (LBJ) had been the guy who gave orders to
the CIA to kill his predecessor John F. Kennedy. I think that the brothers Kennedy were thence 
deeply involved into Mafia affairs, and at odds with police and the CIA. Gangsters often don't 
treat hookers nicely, and that made some kind of Hooker's Lives Matter group get angry on JFK:
It is a known fact then that the president menaced to disband the CIA. Since those agents had 
committed many murders and bad deeds, they decided that they had no choice but to kill JFK. It
was a coup, that later led to a massacre in Dallas, with the CIA killing many potential witnesses.

Two years later president Johnson absolutely didn't want the Domrep to become a second Cuba.
What would happen there if Bosch, who had been elected president in 1963, would fight his way
back to power? The FBI tapped all the outgoing phone calls from Puerto Rico then to eavesdrop
on Bosch. They came to the conclusion that they could calm him enough to try and settle the civil
war by way of a more-less democratic election. A critical moment in the Domrep was, when rebel
artillery shot at the US troops. It helped a lot then when the phone surveillance team informed the
president in the last second, that the rebels deplored that incident and would punish the artillery
commander who had ordered it. The FBI saved the peace. But if LBJ had listened to the politician
he trusted most in Washington, the FBI would not have been able to tap the overseas phone lines
from Puerto Rico and win this information about Bosch. Two months earlier the secretary of state
in the foreign ministry had decided that it wasn't right to eavesdrop on Bosch – Thomas C. Mann.

Tim Werner wrote about the strange obsession that president Johnson had for just that case of the
Domrep. He would occupy a lot with this. Some of his chief advisers thought that was at the edge
of insanity. He was puzzled about questionable reports that Hoover was sending him. What was
really going on? Ewa just whispers that Johnson was a muggle, who didn't know that all reality is
volatile and can change before the eye of the beholder. I tell you, I recently was reading Internet
texts who changed within seconds while I was reading them. Typically they improved in quality.
Johnson was definitely more aware of the magic of cosmic influencers. Angels and devils would
send him ideas and opinions. The star winds (aka N-rays) can also take over people to make them
do things that they didn't really want. When it came to the question of sending US troops into the
Domrep, Johnson was aghast about his decision to do this. At one moment he said that he felt like
he had been fooled: »But the man who fooled me was Lyndon Johnson himself. Nobody else!« In
fact here the voices of angels had worked very hard on him, to absolutely prevent a second Cuba.

In times of war of course the USA introduced a tougher politics when it came to security issues. 
In 1916 the gigantic explosion of Black Tom island had rocked New York. As it turned out, the 
Germans had attacked the USA with sabogents (that's old East German slang) even before war
was officially declared. The Kaiser's secret agents were organizing and paying Irish and Indian 
immigrants. It was a tough question whether these Deutsche were also organizing militant trade
unions like the IWW and socialists. But the local press found this likely, and the idea meets well 
the things that some Deutsche did to Russia. They had sent Lenin there with a train, and helped
him to organize a communist revolution. The USA reacted to these threats with tough legislation
against peaceniks and socialists. The FBI and militants stormed the offices of the IWW, arrested
the leaders and took away all their stuff. 165 leaders were fined with jail sentences of up to 20 
years. It was one of the many cases when the secret service and gangsters crushed the trades 
unions. The danger was imminent in those years that both Deutschland and the USA would be 
shaken by revolutions too. Tim Weiner briefly mentions fake news purporting that the leaders of 
the Russian revolution were agents paid by the Kaiser. The truth is more complex, but I guess a
lot of money for Lenin's party came from Jews who disliked the old-time nobility. It was but due 
to the magic of the Reich, that the Germans were better able to win most diverse supporters. In 
Washington, Lee (Li) Overman and others demanded tough action against “traitors, rogues and 
spies”, and passed around exaggerated estimations of the number of German agents. Wouldn't 
the FBI need more competences and a legion of officers? While G-men and militias searched in
vain for all those German spies, the minister of justice mocked this hysteria – Thomas Gregory.

After 9/11, in search of culprits many people turned to the government and the FBI. The Negress
Condoleezza Rice had ignored clear warnings before. In those days a flood of warnings came in
every day. Nevertheless one guy blamed the FBI especially hard – Thomas Kean (a Cain name).



22. The Arab Rapist and his red Counterpart

 

The world of today is dominated by Anglo-American judges and criminologists who heed
of themselves an extremely high opinion. They think they know how to handle best most 
rogues. Their standard recipe is to lock them away for a time, and later try to reeducate 
them into law-abiding citizens. But the one big problem is that they absolutely fail to find 
a sense in Islam. They tend to ignore the Islamic law, the Sharia; or try to abolish it. It is 
the old law of these guys that calls them up to be tyrannical rogues. The other and even 
bigger problem is that most judges of the international courts, the UN, the USA and the 
West have no idea about the higher powers who influence the minds of such rogues and
all other types. They think that spirits who helped Mohammed to create Islam can't exist.
But many of the old-time experts may secretly think that the spirit of Islam is the devil of 
Christian religion. The Bible says that Jesus tried to drive out diverse devils from people.

Some women say that Trump was a rapist. Damn it, here's one such guy. In October 2023 zealots
from the Gaza strip carried out a major terror assault on Israel. Hamas terrorists destroyed much,
they killed Israelis and abducted hostages, some as sex slaves. The photo shows such a rogue who
was captured. Before the press they put him in front of a flag of Israel. But he looks like a spot of
brown dirt on a white cloth, and would have preferred the flag of the Arabs of the region anyway.
The Gaza strip is a drastically overpopulated reservation for such types. In decades past the Arabs
there reproduced at an enormous margin. Many families had six children or more. Now they want
more land to expand and export their kind-of pirate and rogue culture. Most are Muslims, and that
bad religion is definitely at the center of the problem. Islam made such types become rogues since
the days when the prophet Mohammed founded it. But even the Philistines, their early ancestors,
who sailed into the region from Europe, had largely been pirates with very comparable traditions.
Already the prophet Mohammed was facing the problem that most of the Arabs living in Desert
Arabia had the culture of desert robbers only. To try and tame those wild types Mohammed gave
them tough laws. Thieves should be punished by cutting off their hands. Especially problematic
were the negroid Arabs of that time. Mohammed decided to ship them to Africa or kill them. But
he didn't really decide this. Such a prophet tends to only do what mighty inner voices tell him to.
We might expect that Mohammed would have gotten to the idea to castrate rapists. But he did not
write up such a law into his book, the Koran; because he was a rapist and a sex-mad slaver too.
Mohammed knew that he was a fallible human only, who eventually got fooled by the evil spirits.

Recently God issued the UTR to better inform and reeducate believers of older religions. 
There are lots of evil Greys and wights who team up to generate personalized evil spirits
sucking hate and lust. They find it easier to work on people of low race and weak mind.



It's Sunday today. The spring has begun. I jogged in the morning to find two stickers demanding
“Freedom for Palestine”. Another guy had already scratched off a third one. If a Palestine would 
replace Israel, we would have to fear another state on top of the list of worst rogue states. Some
Palestinians even like participated at the Olympic games, when in 1972 in Munich they carried 
out a terror assault, taking and killing hostages to disrupt that sports event. No other people has
ever behaved in such a bad way. Palestinians were the ones who trained the extremist leftists 
of the RAF to become a murderous band of high profile terrorists and felons. Palestinians also 
seem to have welcomed parts of the Wehrsportgruppe Hoffmann, and turned them into a band 
of anti-western terrorists too. That was a paramilitary group of right-wingers that had been a part
of a European agents network of anticommunist partisans called Stay Behind or Gladio. These 
right-wingers were duped and disbanded by the secret services, who later killed some of them 
and got away with this. Definitely, with more Palestinians in the world evil would manifest some 
more, and the devils would find more support. The Palestinian way is a way that leads the world
away from the way to save the earth. Evil would grow like thorny bushes at the side of this way.

The PLO was the world's worst terror organization, and maybe still is today. Soviet ideology and
diverse types of Marxism made those leftists appear as strict atheists. But when the PFLP, one of
the diverse Palestinian terror groups, abducted a Deutsche Lufthansa plane to Somalia they called
themselves Martyr Halimeh. That definitely alluded to the Islamic belief that dead martyrs will be
welcomed in another world by their God with special honors. Already a “fork” of left-winged and
Islamic bad beliefs made these guys become especially dangerous and adverse to our civilization.
The Somali government helped a German anti-terror squad to liberate the hostages. But that made
the devils get so angry on the Somalis, that they made Islamic insurgents pull the land into chaos.
When the US tried to restore order, they were meeting the problem that most Somali clans would
not accept them as a force of order. It was the time of the infamous Black Hawk Down incident.
The Germans could have helped, but we were brought down by the Nazi era and maybe still are.

I just red an Internet report about an Israeli hostage. She's beautiful, looking well European. She
reports how the Palestinian methodically raped her. There is no mention of his bad religion, that 
supposedly made him get so bad. But ordinary Muslims don't do such things. I find it likely that 
this Hamas type released her when she was made pregnant. Can it be that these guys tried to 
make pregnant Israeli hostages? We may indeed think that they are driven by evil lust, the lust 
to procreate bad children, who become another burden for Israel. Of course in cases of rape an 
abortion must be a choice offered to the victims. The main problem is that the devils absolutely 
try to fill this world with bad people. Surely not all the rapists are as dark as the negroid type on 
the photo above. But what is very characteristic for just Muslims of the worse sort, the radicals 
and rogues, is that they look disgusting, evil and ugly. That is how the devils like their darlings. 
Palestinians should be among the most disliked of all the people who enter into Europe asking 
for asylum. Right now some news say that our cities get fuller and narrower. It doesn't help with 
the local climate when politicians of the “block of antifascist parties” now often decide to scrap 
petty gardens that the poorer Germans like to rent, to make way for high rises that the disliked 
refugees need. Cities who get fuller also get dirtier, poorer and more violence-prone and insane.
Ewa says that the rapist of the report was an idler, who lived from the alms of the Arab sheikhs. 
A proverb says the the devil finds work for idle hands. That is also true for idle Muslims' minds.

Many Muslims are just stupid. One of the worst Islamic terrorists of history was al-Uteibi, a crazy
dirty bum with a wild mane of black hair. He was a kind-of prophet of a group of insurgents that
assaulted the Kaaba in Mecca, the most holy sanctuary of Islam, in November 1979. Those rebels
combated against the Saudi police for weeks until French troops used tear gas to overpower them.
There was a connection to the Mullahs who had come to power in Iran earlier in that year. They
were carried by the vague belief that the preacher Ruhollah Musawi (!) Khomeini was the Imam,
some kind of Messiah. The rebels around al-Uteibi held on to similar beliefs of a coming Mahdi.
The teacher of that wild man had been Aziz ibn Baz, a Saudi theologian who firmly believed that
the Sun circles around the earth and not vice versa. The USA is also this planet's leading provider
of information ware: films about history, science and nature. But while these films don't know a
thing about miracles or the Mahdi, they can't reach Muslims especially of the more stupid sorts.
The strange case of al-Uteibi made the Saudis get dangerously soft facing the threat of Islamism.



23. Some Conflicts just can't be solved fast

 
This map shows the three big conflicts of the year 2024. In Yemen Huthi terrorists attacked ships.
In Gaza terrorists still keep captured Israelis as hostages. The UTR sees a connection of also the
Ukraine war to the Betyle. A virtual line leads from the House of God directly to the North Pole.
The big assault of Muslims at a concert in Moscow also happened at a place directly to the North.

As it seems there is work to do for international helpers, peace keepers and liberators. That role
falls mainly towards the USA right now, with Britain and eventually other nations helping them a 
little. But the G.I.s and others often don't reap the reward they would earn. Often anti-American 
emotions hinder US citizens and pose a threat to them. Their main problem is one of religion of 
course. Amis are mostly Christians, which turns them into traditional adversaries of the Muslims.
We might consider Christianity as just a bad religion, but we can't because the Christians are so
mighty. Then there is the problem that the USA is regarded as the motherland of capitalism. In 
surprisingly many countries Red Chinese are actively engaged in politics of development, and 
leftists from western countries often also foster certain anti-American and pro-Cuban emotions. 
The third problem is that of democracy and libertarian order. The US-Americans try to introduce 
and organize their half-way fair political system in all the world. But in many regions democratic 
elections may bring to power people who are much less than good, who are rogues and tyrants.
And the fourth problem is that of the natural order of the world. As the USA and Russia too try to
dominate all the world, they meet the resistance of other regional powers. Countries like Saudi 
Arabia and India find it hard to accept US troops as this planet's policemen. And in the ranks of 
the UN the idea seems to be popular that guys of the lower races, that darkies should be on top 
of the world. They are billions after all, and the evil aliens always have a heart for a Negro king. 
The USA, that formerly was a nation of generally well performing Anglo-Saxon Whites, may be 
about to become a land of too many Latinos. A regional gene drift favors native American genes
that they have. All aliens good or evil who watch us know that the USA can't rule this world, and 
while trying always will face resistance. Troubles are due if both religious and leftist groups form
a kind of “fork”, and lead a small war of two frontiers. Let's not underestimate the radical leftists!

The UTR has news from space who get clearer with every year. There are mighty angels
who help us to save and develop our two troublesome earths. There are no bad religions
on the 666+X earths of the Earths' Alliance of Humanoids (EAH), allegedly in a distance 
of 125 light years behind Rina's Star (Chalawan), behind the constellation Big Dipper or 
Gabriel's Lamp. Ga-Nela and Arp draft plans for our salvation. Ga-Geza and Russel are 
specialists for the Near East. On both Gaia and Letar exists a “Shiat Ali”, a party of some
Ali. On Letar Alid Tartars war against Martinist Kasaks. When Shiites are making trouble 
here, bringing suffering to the region; the reason may be that this trouble is needed here 
to draw damaging N-rays away from Letar. Then such conflicts just can't be solved fast.



24. The Media call the Tunes in a strange Way

 
This is a recent banner from WDR 3, a radio station of the mighty German national public media
network ARD&ZDF. I just translated the text, and added a few details to the banner who explain
the program. When in 1945 the Amis entered into Germany, they eventually took German women
captive and gang raped them. That was what my mother told me. The Russians were even worse.
The Brits tried to make sure that Deutschland would get independent and trustworthy media. That
didn't work out. Soon leftist to Christian party cronies dominated all the public and private media.
The WDR from Cologne and other public radio stations have a specialty: They use tax money to
especially sponsor atonal, serial music, real cat music. For some any music is of equal rank, and
maybe they feel like public enemies anyway who liked dreadful music since they were young and
naughty. It plays a role too that in churches classical music often serves to attract the little sheep.
In the concert halls they but often serve atonal music. as a punishment for people going worldly.

ARD&ZDF are really mighty in today's Deutschland. They generally follow a leftist to liberal and 
post-Christian tendency. The same is true for the RND, a network of minor newspapers who are
often in major financial troubles. These established older media call the tunes when it comes to 
the key question of today's politics, the question of the migration of bad aliens. Some millions of 
migrants, chiefly from Africa and the Near East, entered into Deutschland in the past few years. 
The consequences are hard to evaluate, since these old-time media strictly follow a political line
of obfuscation of the implications of this migration drama. The idea that the USA spreads into all
the world is that “free media” bring fair and pluralist information to voters that allow them to find 
the party and the candidate that they like best. But the truth is that many media paint a kitschy 
picture of a multicultural world that nicely integrates all people with the exception of some Nazis.
These media strictly enforce their communication code. If you use the world Negro, you at once 
risk to lose your job. They claim that the word Negro is an insult. It's a lie of mendacious leftists. 
The consequence is that you can't really find out the facts about the key issue of the behavior of
Negroes. Instead typical B-class entertainment ware on TV only shows nice and smart Negroes.
The media also refrain from laying open all the bad deeds that the Muslims constantly commit.

The Nazis brought up the idea that the Deutsche should rule the world. Today for most 
people that idea sounds absurd. They only routinely condemn Nazis. But the idea of a 
holy people that is chosen by God to preside over all others is typical for most religions. 
Both angels and devils know that the local God can only hope to master this world with 
the help of the people of the middle of continent one. These must be the chosen people. 
That is however why Jews and leftists have a tendency to especially dunk Germans. For
the media guys from ARD&ZDF it is unthinkable that the Germans should be the chosen
people instead of the Jews. The chief of the German NPR is an old leftist – Tom Buhrow.



The promises of democracy and the freedom of opinion sound good in theory. That is what the 
USA tells to all the world, and that is what justifies the interventions of Amis into many countries.
But the real situation can remind us of the old joke about Marxism: The theory is Marx, but the 
reality is murk. Leftist and liberal cronies make US-American promises of civil rights and liberty 
sound like fake news that we should all beware of. Too many post-Marxists are still among us.

Recently ethnic and civil rights activists, mainly of the right-winged liberal party AfD, met for a
discussion about the question of migration. They discussed if and how we might repatriate at least
some of the millions of unwanted and bad migrants or resettle them into other parts of the world.
The German secret service Verfassungsschutz apparently got reports of this internal meeting, and
leaked them to leftist media and the cronies of the ruling block of “antifascist” parties. The leftists
reacted with unprecedented rage. At a demonstration in Cologne a big poster called up to “fuck
the AfD”. Such messages are heard among potential rapists from Islamic countries too. In 2015
local leftists called up to “fuck Nazis”. A sex mob of young Muslims formed promptly. Hundreds
of women were gravely sexually molested. Since then diverse “FCK” stickers didn't vanish from
the city's signposts. But it was another dimension of this cold war of leftists in support of bad and
dangerous migrants, when a woman who visited that political meeting was thrown out of her job
in the city administration and ostracized by the left-winged press. The leftist magazine SPIEGEL
wrote about a meeting with extremist rightists. The BILD Zeitung wrote about radical rightists. In
fact Simone B. is the vice president of the Werte Union. It is a political group of “family values”
conservatives led by one former chief of the Verfassungsschutz. This is a political scandal of the
first magnitude, if even such persons of respect cannot save members of their movements from
political persecution, as they just visit a political meeting. Hoover called such types Red Fascists.
Migration is the most pressing political issue after all. Methinks that chiefly to blame for this bad
violation of democratic rights is the chairman of the Verfassungsschutz – Thomas Haldenwang.

Thomas Haldenwang from the social democrats (SPD) seems to appear as an eater of rightists.
One statement of him raised eyebrows. In 2021 10/27 he was asked to comment on the failure 
of the Deutsche secret services in a recent peace keeping mission in Afghanistan. For the press
he laid out his political credo: »I carry it before me like a mantra: The greatest menace for safety
and democracy in Deutschland still originates from right-winged extremism.« This sounds like a 
religious belief, and there is something to it. When Thomas speaks of a mantra he must mean a
monstrance! He seems to be a Catholic with Bavarian roots. When these have a procession, at 
their feast of Fronleichnam (Carpe Christi, it's when they eat him up) they follow the priest and a
group of ministrants that carries a kind of idol before them, as the symbol of their cannibal cult. I
doubt that they still do this often today, since their faith in Jesus tends to vanish quickly with the 
old people dying. But who else is there in outer space? I have here carried together evidence to 
show beyond reasonable doubt that there exists a supernatural power that has special destiny 
links to many a Thomas. This person overlays the minds of these mortals, to let them act in his 
interest. The interest of this person seems to be to weaken the secret services of the USA and 
also of Deutschland. All the Greys know that they need to bring Deutschland down again to win 
more power. They would like to let a judgment day commence, with them devils as our judges.

Like many old-time leftists do, the “German FBI” chief Thomas Haldenwang much warns
before the danger of extremist rightists, while playing down the danger of Islamist terror..
Greys especially hate the Deutsche because these must be God's chosen people. They 
can't tell that to the people they influence, but they can raise ethnic prejudices in them.

Another snippet of recent crime news tells of Mia from Vienna (12, name changed). She lived in
the neighborhood of a hostel that lately was filled with migrants. Bad aliens, young refugees from
Syria, Serbia, Turkey and Bulgaria raped her for months. Her family then fled from Vienna. Such
bad cases may be rare. But the recent news from many parts of Germany and Europe speak of an
upsurge of violence especially from young Muslims. It is hard to find news about how bad those
problems with aliens really are. Leftists nearly always comment against Germans and try to cover
up the fact that Muslims and bad aliens are the culprits in the host of violent and gangster crimes.
But there is much uncertainty about the statistics. It is due to the fact that Ewa and other congeras
constantly correct the past. God often erases bad people from history, their deeds then vanish too.



25. Black Lives matter less in Hell

 

Some media guys of today are indeed our heroes. Here is a collage of pictures from an article 
of GEO and a BLM sticker. Courageous reporters followed the path of illegals, drug smugglers 
and bandits through the Darien Gap. That finger of land leads from Colombia to the states of 
Middle America. The Spaniards called this place the Mosquito Coast. Today some rather hope 
for poisonous snakes, to reduce the number of unwanted immigrants whose destination is the 
USA. People who live there know how to reap from those trespassers their last Yankee dollars. 
A strange fate made the reporters shoot pictures of some Haitian Negroes more often. Negroes 
are maybe not the most disliked trespassers, but definitely the most unintelligent and unsightly.

The question of migration is the key question of our western civilization. We reached a relatively
high level of culture. But uncouth and unruly migrants have the potential to bring us down to the
level of their home lands, of developing countries. When such strangers are allowed to immigrate,
they tend to serve as the lever of leftists, liberals and gangsters to change democratic majorities.
Many leftists still have in the backs of their minds the recipes of Marx, Mao and Castro, that they
should use the weaknesses and inner conflicts of liberal societies to change them into tyrannies.
Most don't really like alien gangsters, but they may welcome their drugs and gangster-rap culture.

Dante once wrote in his Comedy Divine a fantasy story about him traveling from Europe through
hell to America, where he found a kind of spaceship allowing him to reach the crystal spheres of
heaven. He imagined hell as a torture dungeon underneath, with nine globular spheres, where 
he would meet some dead sinful popes to. In truth only the House of God (Betyle, Bethel), rests 
down in the Earth. Ewa lives there with her machines. God can't keep alive ghosts of the dead 
but must care for the living, and protect his world from devilish plans to transform it into a hell.

Germany's leading tabloid BILD just published the latest statistics of the crimes of foreigners in
the FRG. The influential minister Reul (CDU / NRW) seems to apologize firstly for his officers
to gather such data. He explains that there is need to talk about this. In Germany ten to twenty
percent of foreigners dwell. They typically commit two to three times as much crimes as German
citizens. But there are most important things that the statistics leave out! To learn the truth about
the problem of migration, we would need a special statistics about Arabs, Negroes and Slavs. The
statistics of many states were doctored by “political commissaries”, which means they omit types
of crimes typical for the migrants. White migrants from Europe or the USA or Asians in Germany
will hardly ever commit serious crimes like robbery or sexual molestation. But there seems to be
a tendency of young Muslim and Black African “refugees” to behave especially badly in Europe.
We may think that migrants with or without a German passport, but with a background of Islamic
or African migration are responsible for nearly all street robberies and other serious crimes. 80 %
of the pickpockets are foreigners. It's a specialty of well-trained gypsies (Siros) from the Balkans.



As we try to discuss the crime statistics of foreigners and immigrants, we meet the resilience of 
the leftist to liberal media, who are dominated by the cronies of the block of established parties. 
These have one thing in common, they don't tolerate right-wingers. Easily they may defame you
as a racist, a fascist, a Nazi; if you only dare to address the problem of criminal migrants. The 
newsman Filipp Piatov wrote (BILD 2024 3/21 p. 2): »This question divides Deutschland: Why 
are there so many crimes of foreigners? From the right they say: “Because the foreigners are 
criminal. From the left they say. “Because we don't integrate them.”« It is noteworthy that the 
name of this man sounds Polish, which must mean that he's a migrant, and worse, a Catholic. 
In truth most right-wingers are well able to distinguish between migrants who behave more or 
less well and those who do not. The problem is that migrants of certain types: Afghans, Slavs, 
Gypsies, Muslims, Africans, Jews tend to significantly, drastically misbehave. Such people are 
of a bad religion, bad race or bad region. Imagine a newsman would dare to speak up like this. 
Many people would cry Nazi. He would be asked to empty his desk on the following day, and 
maybe find at his door stickers the antifa and gangsters placed, warning: “No place for Nazis”. 
The Turks have their eyes everywhere, and eventually some may slash a tire of your bicycle. If 
you are an ethnic German it's maybe time to leave your city, but where to? They watch Jewish 
to American entertainment ware everywhere. There is no place for good Germans in such films.

The crimes of foreigners in Germany are on the rise, by double digit margins since 2022.
These statistics but don't allow us to figure out groups, who are responsible for the host 
of the worse crimes. Muslims of different sorts would top that statistics. As such hostile 
strangers give us hell, easily Christians and leftists put the blame on us!! Are we sinners 
who deserve punishment from Muslims, because we fail to obey to the Bible, or maybe 
the Koran? That is indeed the insane logic of especially tyrannical Christian Democrats.

News came in today from a German train. A Sudanese got mad on an Iranian and stabbed him
with his knife, injuring him gravely. The BILD dares to tell details that other media often do not,
who only speak of two men, or two Germans if the combatants hold German passports. Recently
the ruling coalition of leftists, liberals and Greens has made it much more easier for any strangers,
including phoney asylum seekers, to acquire a German passport. Cologne has become a platform
of distribution of “refugees” into all of Germany and other countries. Mostly Italian mafias earn
billions with the smuggle and trade of illegal migrants. The BILD website says that it's not clear
why these two Muslims started to feud. If you strive to become a secret agent you might earn test
points if you know that Sudanese are Sunnites while Iranians are Shiites. They resent each others.
Due to the race, Arab-Africans are expected to be more prone to violence and serious crimes like
rape. If you tell such things to an interrogator he won't give you a job, or maybe just then. More
news say that Finland is the land that it's citizens like most. The BILD called Berlin the Capital of
Violence, since Arab gangsters shoot out their feuds there like in Chicago 1930. Yaşemin B. stole
8 million Euros and escaped to Turkey. Now she's back without the money. German prisons are
maybe the nicer and safer places compared to Turkish luxury resorts. Bali was hit by a tsunami of
plastic garbage. Many people there just throw away their garbage onto the beaches or into the sea.
Things got worse in the Philippines lately, where many too many Catholics live in slums that turn
into puddles of mud each time one of the many typhoons makes landfall. US warships who leave
Manila should do so without leaving behind more Filipino babies. The country least liked by it's
citizens is Afghanistan of the Taliban, but several of the worst nations didn't allow such surveys.
There are too many puddles of mud in North Korea but not enough rice fields. Latest rumors say
that more and more party people of that hunger-stricken land with nuclear armament fail to pay
the membership fees of the ruling Commie party. But it is in Red China where the fate of the fat
and mad and very sick dictator is decided. Chinese Maoists aggressively threaten and destabilize
neighboring countries, and murderously suppress the subdued white Uighurs. The constant threat
of Chinese invasions made the Aryans of Afghanistan, Pakistan and Assam become belligerent.
The Taliban are notorious drug smugglers. Barack Obama, the first Negro president of the USA,
was greeted with a worldwide wave of sympathy. The devils like a black man on top of a world.
He tried a tough politics in conquered Afghanistan. But locals complained that his soldiers also
shot dead harvesters instead of smugglers. For Negroes, not only black lives may just matter less.



26. What happened to these former Candidates?

 

These three images are already two years old. In November 2022 I looked at possible candidates
and selected three who seemed to be more interesting. To the left there's the famous Negro rapper
Kanye West. In 2016, when Donald Trump was 70 years young and president, the Negro Kanye
appeared to be supporting him. But by the end of 2022 he announced that he planned to run for
president himself. I didn't follow the news, but he isn't the current candidate of the Republicans.
So maybe he started up his own political party now, the Raprobates? Latest news are that he paid
nearly a million bucks to hide his teeth behind metal bars. Maybe he fears someone would hit him
in the face. He also apparently changed his name to Ye. Indeed Kanye sounded much like kanjer,
that is slut in Dutch. He also got in legal troubles because he famed Hitler! There are also news of
how he “slut-shamed” his estranged wife Kim Kardashian and other sluts, no mates, I mean girls.
So maybe he could be a candidate for the American Nazi party, that must be in financial troubles
and might welcome a Negro as a big spender. US-Negroes also excelled at the Olympics of 1936.

Now seriously, let's look at Mike Pompeo, who also thought about becoming a candidate of the 
Raprobates, no Republicans. I liked him when I saw him on the Wikipedia list, because the story
impressed me how he lost a lot of weight. He appears to be a man of substantial will power. But
his major problem is that he was the CIA director under Trump. There are those top secret files 
of the CIA that all the US-American politicians and g-men who know them probably would like to
keep secret forever. One must bear the name of Robert F. Kennedy. Tim Weiner writes that at a
certain time Bobby got so mad on the Mafia, that he ordered to arrest some Mafia guys even for
spitting on the pavement. That leads us directly to the core of the problem. Not a few politicians 
would like to be a Mr Clean, who puts all rogues behind bars, instead of letting Mafia patrons fill 
his pockets. But shady guys are mighty and inevitable, because there are demons who secretly 
support them. Since God is in trouble deep, only a sly strategy can help us to escape from big 
trouble with the evil sky. The strategy, that angels of the EAH and many more sketch, needs us 
to put up Mr Trump for another run for president. Ewa says that this is needed to better handle a
similar old politician of the CSA of Letar. Mr Pompeo surely would have been a better candidate
than Mr Trump. But also Pompeius may have wondered why destiny preferred Caesar over him.

Sooner or later surely a woman will become a Ms president. What may worry us then is, whether
a woman might be strong enough to well lead the USA. This troubled world needs a strong free
West, and the West needs the USA to lead it. That became again obvious when the USA initiated
the help mission for Gaza, that was cut off from supplies due to the terror of the Hamas and a too
hard Israeli retaliation. I won a good impression of Marjorie but Ewa says she can't trust her. She
senses that there are big conspiracies with a spiritual dimension, and dares to talk about it. But if
the voters miss out and the press rather ignores her, then the time is not yet right for such insights.



Regarding the rapper currently called Ye, it definitely looks as if recently the Negroes are getting
weaker and weirder in general. But at the same time they more rarely get badder than old King 
Kong, the greatest ape of all time, whose sin it was to covet a girl of another race and species. I 
find that this development is a consequence of the increased power God is gaining on his earth.

Did you know the strange story of the evergreen ›Bad Leroy Brown‹? Jim Croce had a guy of 6'4
in mind that he knew from the army. He was strong, but not in the head. When he got drafted and
didn't like army life he went away, but came back at the end of the month to fetch his paycheck.
They put him into jail of course. In the version of Mr Croce however Leroy Brown is a gangster
who got shot in a feud over a girl called Doris. That's one of the names that may attract Ga-Dora,
who is as malign and greedy as cancer. The name Leroy Brown sounds like “brown king of Li”.
The USA never had a king so far, but there is some magic that often clings to some leader figures,
making them eventually behave like King Kong as the try to be on top of the USA and the world.
God is known as the King of Kings, and that means that a natural hierarchy of nobles will form
with him on top, at the side of the Queen of Queens. That leads to one of the major problems that
arose in the era of Mr Trump. He definitely showed tendencies to try and become a strongman,
some kind of tyrannical leader! He told his g-men to stop counting the votes, and as it seems also
tried to forge results. That but made Trump get even more disliked by the host of the better US-
Americans. This world needs a stronger God, to eventually tell dictators like Putin in Russia and
Chamenei in Iran that they are not in his favor and should be voted away by democratic elections.
But if the USA, this world's leading superpower, gets into similar troubles, world leaders will feel
that maybe they don't need to be confirmed in office by voters. The US-president is insofar a role
model for not only the countries of the West. This is due to the godspell that prefers white people
and shoves back others. All the world religions are white men's works, including Taoism that was
allegedly the work of an Indian migrant – Domo. In the absence of good leaders, rogues reap too
much fame. That helped the terrorists of the WTC in 1993. The blind sheikh Abdel Rahman came
from the Egyptian Muslim brotherhood. It's founder had been a fascist comparable to Hitler and
the son of a watchmaker. While the host of western physicists keep to the false lore of Einstein of
time dilatation, simple believers may reap respect from those who know how weak time can get. 

The USA is this world's most ardent propagandist of a republican order, democracy and 
market liberalism. But this American way has it's grave faults. The USA has a history of 
violence. We may learn from the history of ancient Rome that eventually mob troubles in 
an authoritarian state can lead to a revolution. Like ancient Rome was, the USA of today
is a land that is ruling and dominating many other lands by way of it's military, eventually 
with the help of murder too. In ancient Rome suddenly riots erupted, that were leading to
a massive feud of the two political parties. Bad fault lines of society exist in all countries, 
and get worse as ethnic divisions add to the typical social tensions. Bad destiny and bad
religion may play bad roles too. People of lesser race or region find it hard to integrate 
into the “melting pot”, since they have vastly different cultures and also may have more 
of lawless and bad tendencies. Can't Latinos and other people of lesser race just come 
to us for a time as guest workers, to earn well and live modest lives, to return home in 
peace in the end? Leftists often try to use bad migrants to deepen societal division lines.
They hope to win more power by this way. The Berk-OS forms Reds into natural warriors
who like feuds. Devils use that cosmic development system to bring trouble to planets. In
ancient Rome the democracy failed, as riots made more and more citizens welcome the 
rule of strongmen. A triumvirate formed of Pompeius, Crassus and Caesar. But also this 
threesome is a typical structure of the Berk-OS. These three guys will group to cover the
three functions: the priest king, the leader of the warriors and the welfare keeper. Due to 
the wire pulling of the congeras one such guy may remain and win the throne in the end.
That is the end of the republic then, when everything belongs to one strongman. God is 
a monarch too in principle, but a good god leaves the people their property and personal
liberties. That is a law that all good gods of the 5500 free worlds of our galaxy respect. 
These angels watch our world with horror, and cry as they sense how Ewa must suffer.



27. There's still Rumble in the Jungle of Congo

 

This historical photo shows the boxing champion George Foreman, as the Negro fought out the
famous Rumble of the Jungle fight against Muhammad Ali. Congo-Kinshasa was thence called
Zaire and ruled by the strongman, or citizen president, Mobuto Sese Seko. In translation from the
lingo Lingala that allegedly could mean “The cock who jumps on all the hens”. With more such
types in the USA we might expect a similar development, in that then again developing country.
It was one of the greatest mysteries of sports history why the Negro George posed so offensively
with his German shepherd dog Dago. They all knew that in Zaire such dogs were disliked and
feared as the dogs of the white former colonialists. Apparently George wanted to appear as a bozo
of the Whites. So had he come to Africa to teach a lesson to another black boxer who was known
as a rebel and black Muslim supporter? Caroline Lahusen from GEO wrote that George Foreman
hadn't known that his dog was disliked. He was knocked out in round eight, after a strange fight
in which Mt Ali saved his breath. There was never a rematch, both boxers remained old friends. It
helped Muhammad Ali that he bore the name of the prophet Ali, the Mohammed of Letar. But it
probably helped him even more that he had Don King as his agent. Don was yet another one of
the Negro kings, who profited from the fact that the USA is not a monarchy. Of course they were
all doped in those years and still are today. Of course there were mafia guys who would fix fights.
That allowed a miracle: Mr Ali broke the iron rule of boxing champions: They never come back.

Destiny liked Negro boxers back in 1974 more than today. The former name of Mr Ali had been 
Cassius Clay. His father bore the same name. He was named after a white abolitionist, who but 
was named after one of the killers of Julius Caesar. Cassius Clay senior became a hard drinker,
it was what ruined his life in short time. Some devils specialize on making people drink and eat 
too much and get too randy. It's easier for them to get to results with the darker, weaker races, 
and with guys living in weaker regions. Zaire seemed to be a role model of a “we can make it on
our own” Black Africa. Often in sports all Negroes seem to play in the same team. These boxers
but symbolized two different role models of the Negroes. Muhammad Ali seemed to be the role 
model for that new generation of Negroes, who struggled free from the domineering Whites. In 
those troubled years, when Negroes in all the world got radical and violent and rebelled against 
the Whites, they would chide a Negro like George, a foreman of the Whites, as an – Uncle Tom.
That reflects the mood among Greys of the local group Ga-31. These get whipped up by others 
to only make trouble here. The Cräybs despise Ga-Toma for cooperating a little more. It would 
be wrong to trust any one of these. There's still rumble in the jungle of Zaire, again called Congo
now. Maybe it helped when Mobutu claimed that he was the cock of all the chicks there, to stop 
population growth. There's a German who's in charge there of paying out government servants. 
Before his time up to 80 % of these salaries would vanish. The white man now sends out g-men
with land rovers, on missions that resemble rides on a stage coach through Red Indian territory.



28. Monstra, God, Show Your Tits! 

 

The idea to paint cartoons of real and fantastic stories isn't new. Already in the Middle Ages they
had cartoons. Here's one illustrating the saintly legend. “Monstra” (Latin: Show! [or monsters]).
St Bernhard prayed so hard to see the Holy Virgin as a mother! She appeared to him in a vision.
He seemed to taste milk from her breasts! With such wondrous stories the Church of Rome tried
to bolster the doctrine, that Maria the mother of Jesus had been taken up to the sky with her body.
Nobody knew at that time how things really were up there. But while telescopes and space probes
and astronauts lately found out more and more about the sky, for many it became more and more
clear that the Bible doesn't know much about the solar system of the local god, that is surrounded
by hellish planets and failed Greys galore. Planet builders are super worms with super machines.
They may appear as treacherous or lusty ghosts, eventually using mortal women as so-called bots
or transmitting fantasy images from paintings. It's science, but not as mortals know it. The Greys
tend to strongly interfere into the minds of humans. Their main objective is to lead the minds of
mortals astray, away into the sky, to suck lust from them. They damage and stultify their victims.

Elderly Christians may try to verify the teachings of UTR with the Bible in hand. But the Book of 
Tobit is missing in the King James bible since Martin Luther decided to discard it. In comparison
the Catholics were better informed. Their Holy Virgin resembled better the real Earth Goddess. 
Ewa didn't inform people about the troubles she is in to protect them and herself. Too easily the 
Greys manage to appear to people as treacherous helpers and gods. One example is Samson 
the Judge. It was due to his name that this “Son of Sam” became a hero. But his darling Delilah 
bore the name of the Night, Arabic: layla. Falling in love with such a girl made Samson lose his 
hair and his physical strength equally quickly. That is what Lady Night does, who was known in 
the ancient Orient under the name Astarte. She later became the demon Astaroth, which means
The Stars. So this is another story that may warn you before the bad magic of the name Sam. 
Often a Sam appeared to be a helper. Pious Jews know a schammes as the helper of a rabbi. 
Originally that refers to the name Schamasch, which was one ancient oriental God of the Sun. A
Sam is also the last helper of the hero in the saga Lord of the Rings. In the end the hobbit Frodo
thinks he must destroy the master ring. The ring however is meant to adorn the messiah of this 
world, as he marries his wife the local goddess. Many Seraphines would like to have a messiah 
but can't dare to choose one. The Greys often subdue saviors turning them into devils. And isn't
Jesus an evil savior too, some kind of Hitler who thrusts disobedient Jews into torture camps? If
God had told people the truth about the Greys, they would have revered some as their gods! It 
came to a starry pass, when they started to play ›Major Tom‹ each time a German soccer team 
scores a goal. It's an old song about an astronaut who cracks up and gets lost in space. Many 
times before players, mostly Negroes, had signaled thanks to above when they scored a goal. 
An entertainer and podcast producer now seemed to propose to thank Toma – Tommi Schmitt.



29. Too much Courage may ruin your Life

 

Now this is a really weird scene, from a site of the Deutsche parastatal TV network ARD&ZDF.
This odd comedian mockingly campaigns for Trump and candidate DeSantis. They call both men
"right-wingers" in Deutsche TV and are not fond of them at all. But truly, what can we expect if
Mr. Trump would run again for president? I thought like many others that Trump would of course
lose again against Mr Biden, who definitely did a fairly good job so far. It was scary but correct
when brave Mr Pence, the vice president under Trump, warned that Mr Trump shudd never again
become president. We must agree, due to the scandalous behavior of the old garden elk, when it
came to the occupation of the Capitol building. But it is definitely unfair when this odd comedian
with the habit of a “robber baron” defamed eager Ron DeSantis as a fascist with magical powers.
That makes us think of Wall Street wire pullers who may prefer a liberal guy in the White House.
Most of the top notch guys of these "locusts" are Jewish. There is a touch of religion in this scene.

Googling Ron DeSantis we find that the issue of his size and his shoes top the list of proposed 
things we'd like to read about him. He is kind-of small, but not really a dwarf who might secretly 
wear special high heels, and maybe would look big with a cylinder as huge as that of the guy on
the above picture. Another top issue high on the political agenda was that of shop lifting. Terror 
may strike those many law-abiding American citizens as they must learn that some left-wingers 
and liberals demand or issued laws that the Beagle Boys would welcome too, laws that stop the
criminal prosecution of minor cases of theft like “porch piracy”. Mr DeSantis looks bigger on the 
pictures where he promotes a campaign to crack down on retail theft. But isn't it daring that one 
time again a Catholic runs for president? Italians are maybe more lucky than Irish. Surely many 
US citizens are still shocked and tend to get soft on petty crimes, as they remember the mobs of
robbers and the riffraff that suddenly formed in 2020. It was the bad luck of a Negro that caused
these riots. When Ron DeSantis demands of us “The Courage to be Free”, he must mean the 
freedom from the tyranny of such bad guys too. Gangsters may use such troubles to organize 
and establish as local chiefs, who mainly rob our freedom. In nearby Mexico gangs rule entire 
regions like dictatorships. Drug lords and their gunslingers make the laws not only in the regions
they control. Each year approximately 120.000 Mexicans end up murdered. Concerned peons 
need to serve time in militias there. The gangsters eventually feud over territories. So isn't that 
fascism, like it is typical for “developing countries” in Middle and South America? What we need 
in the USA are politicians tough enough to stop the USA from developing likewise. The courage 
to be and remain free demands of us all more awareness when it comes to troubles of the race. 
The race plays a key role, but most politicians are unable to cope with this. The waves of brown 
illegal immigrants also carry waves of insanity, weakness and badness into the USA. But while 
Latinos are mighty not only in Florida, we would need special courage and luck to address the 
question of the race. It can't be answered without knowledge about how God created the world.



Above I put next to the shot of this comedian a cartoon of the strange clown called Flip. That's it!
The comedian is the clown from ›Little Nemo‹ come alive. On his oversized cylinder, Flip used
to write "Wake up!". Seeing that would awaken Little Nemo and end his dream voyage. We never
learn what happened to him then, while he was in a state of woke. I guess he must have had a lot
of anxieties. That was the message of the above comedian, he tried to raise anxieties before those
republican candidates. Remembering the often cautious behavior of Mr Trump whilst in office we
must find that there is little need for anxieties. He had good plans but wasn't able to finish them.
The UTR teaches that we are indeed facing ghastly evil aliens, who may prefer to wear oversized
cylinders. These are spider and crab dwarfs mainly, but there are also midget Feken and hobbity
Pingos (penguin guys) among them. The Greys, the cosmic devils with gray skin color, often use
the help of such hostile dwarfs to badly interfere into the affairs of our planet. One strategy of the
creepy Cräybs is to always search out the most courageous right-winger in any society. They then
try to make life hard for him. The Cräybs of the nearest and youngest leading tribes Li, Dji, Sara
and Hu are ruled by exactly 13 saviors who are little devils too. Their senior is Hu-Lois who rules
his partly ruined planet of ten million slaves for 360 million years. Tight mental slavery helps the
Cräybs to reduce the number of criminals and people misbehaving. All Cräyb planets are ruled by
local gooks of the major race two who are calmer by nature. For us such a state can't be an option.

The discussion about a crackdown on petty theft should remind us of the Second Chance prison
reform program, that Ivanka Trump issued, one essential staffer of her father Donald during his 
first presidency. There is a tendency in some states of the USA to severely punish petty thieves 
and little crooks. The rule of “three strikes and you're out” belongs to the baseball stadiums, not 
to the legal system! It just ain't fair to punish three minor unlawful deeds with life imprisonment. 
One consequence is tough exploitation of prison inmates by private enterprises. This is modern 
slavery, a kind of justice that we might expect to find in “red fascist” states like Red China, not in
the freedom-loving USA. In truth many alleged Maoists are red fascists. They finance terrorists 
for instance in neighboring Nepal, but are ruled at home by “little princes”, idlers with big money 
in the pocket and the mentality of rogue chiefs. Originally most Commies too had in mind to free
the workers and bring more wealth and good life to all. People just weren't good enough for that.
Where's the problem? I say that supernatural dwarfs, cosmic demons, are bringing us down. It's
noteworthy that Kim Kardashian, with her husband Ye gone, well tried to help Ivanka with this. It
is of course a question of the race, when Negroes will naturally find it most hard to not get bad. 
Liberals tell Racials to just behave and compete with the Whites, but they often aren't that good.
So what kind of racist religion is this? It's the sad truth, that our local goddess dared to reveal to 
me alone. Of course the hostile dwarfs and rotten snakes from outer space also try to make life 
hard for me and Fred, the local saviors, including anyone who listens to them. I just remember a
classy US science fiction short story that I used to like 50 years ago or so. ›The Norden case of 
Precedence‹ was about a development helper on an alien planet, who decided to bring down a 
bad local cult. He entered their temple just at a time when this was considered as a deathly sin. 
The priests and their followers expected their putative gods to punish him instantly, but when he
remained unharmed that destroyed the reputation of their cult. So will I get away likewise, as I 
challenge Apollon, Buddha, Jesus, Mohammed and the other religious founders of our history? 
While leftists, hostile aliens and mendacious priests attack me mentally, I got in trouble deep. 
Especially leftists find the idea too hard to accept that hostile aliens try to control human minds. 
The Cräybs try to multiply bad Arabs. Their old-time religion tells Muslims that they will resurrect
in a gangster's paradise, owning many whores, if they died in a holy war. In truth that is another 
randy myth that helps Greys to rid believers of sexual energy. In Nepal for instance, some local 
Buddhists believe in resurrection too, in the paradise of the Buddha Amida maybe. In truth God 
must plan to further evolve humankind, which means that all such Racials must die out. But in a 
way wrong beliefs can be “saved”. In a way dead people will be reborn in another body. As one 
soul dies, God will reallocate the account to another guy. God bears 16.7 million such accounts.
They all end up in mint colored lamps; that adorn Ewa's virginal body, allowing the Goddess of 
Mercy to win energy from her creatures. But if too many believers aren't good, and get lawless, 
then it will be more difficult for God to build the future paradise. Then there is less hope that in a
way, even bad guys will help to free our earth from all evil, since they served to bind the efforts 
of the Greys and Cräybs. Then all our good efforts would only lead us into the slavery of devils.



30. The problematic Lessons of Lechery

This historical painting shows Napoleon in Egypt of course. He appears to be not only the great
conqueror but also the explainer of Egyptian history. His fate though makes us wonder why some
people might still decide to hang up such a poster into their room. It's for sale in the Internet, and
some guys may like it because it shows lots of good looking guys all without women. Only if you
study the painting very closely, you may find interesting the strange black-and-gray mare in the
foreground, that is adorned with a pearly holster. The Earth Goddess has a tendency to appear as
an impressive horse or another animal on paintings. Here the pearls may symbolize her millions
of skin accounts. People of today rarely know much about the Egyptian adventure of the French
revolution leader and later self-proclaimed emperor of France. Most Brits may know at least that
the British fleet attacked and gloriously vanquished the French invasion fleet at Abukir. Napoleon
had to leave his troops behind as he secretly fled with a boat back home. Such bad news however
never reached most of the French, due to the strict censorship of the press. But the magic of the
“teflon effect” that protected president Reagan. also seemed to protect Napoleon. Bad news failed
to stick on him. Once he fell into a ditch, during the campaign at Arcole! The French press wrote
that he had grabbed the Tricolore, the three-colored banner, to storm forwards against the Italians.
Left-wingers find it easier to lie, because they tend to dislike the truth of true religion more often.

If Mr Trump should manage to win the presidential elections of 2024, the Raprobates, sorry, the 
Republicans must expect a storm of protest not only in their own country; and the next attempt 
of impeachment on the next day. Come on guys, the USA has been through even worse crises 
in it's history! Let's look at the lighter side of this. I see a good chance that with four more years 
of president Trump, the Ukraine war could soon be ended prematurely. The solution to the crisis
can only be that the Ukraine must surrender some regions of ethnic Russians to Russia. That is 
what the Jew Henry Kissinger, an experienced peace broker, had dared to propose. The Soviet 
chief of state Nikita Khrushchev, a former Ukrainian, had added these regions to the territory of 
the Ukraine. The problem is that the Biden clan is heavily engaged in business in the contested 
regions. For similar reasons the Ukrainian president Selenskij refuses to make any concessions
to Russia. The USA might make him surrender land in return for peace not only in the Ukraine. 
Let's remember that Red China still is a rogue state. We need a strong Russia too to contain it. 
How would we react if the Maoists would use a turmoil in Russia to try and conquer Taiwan? It 
is inescapable that the old false president Putin won't be in charge of Russia much longer. Then
comes the time when the West might help the Russians with trying to install another democracy.
But is the USA strong and able enough for such a difficult diplomatic initiative? Most supporters 
of Mr Trump seem to hope that he will bring back past glory days. It makes us wonder why they 
don't vote for a tough young guy. The reason must be that the future perspectives of the USA 
are unexpectedly dim. That is the lesson that the migration and the riots crises may teach us.



Few people even in the USA may know today that it was Charles J. Bonaparte, the minister of
justice under Theodore Roosevelt, who founded the FBI. Bonaparte was a relative of the clan of
Napoleon. That (ig)noble descent must have given him an aura of nobility, and an authority that
many US-Americans respected. Roosevelt, the president with the Dora name, especially cared for
nature and the environment. Ga-Dora is the leader of the Greys of Ga-31, and she sometimes tries
slyly to reap sympathy from our two captured planets, that she and her mate Ga-Sama keep apart.

Theodore Roosevelt and Charles J. Bonaparte founded the FBI, to use special (trained) 
agents as a tool of the government against business tyrants and subversive leftists. That
relative of Napoleon thought that violence too was needed to stop rebellious workers. It 
can indeed help companies in trouble to bludgeon down striking workers, but we should 
prefer other types of crisis management. Our leaders need to become good examples. If
the boss is a good man and cares for his employees, that can help to settle most crises. 
Fitness and a good morale and self discipline are as necessary as a grounding in faith.

At times I couldn't give a good example myself. In 2001 I started to get very lecherous again. The
disaster of 9/11 was one consequence, because under these conditions Ewa lost more power to the
Egyptians and other Orientals. She but told me to “set another sail” to support Leta, who was due
to give her savior Fred the calling. Only when that succeeded in 2004 25/12, Ewa could dare to
lead me away from the churches and into the truth. Those were the years when I watched a lot of
porn, including some perverted s/m ware. Sometimes God needs to take a look at this too. One
consequence was that in those years sadistic torture suddenly became common in US prisons. The
situation in occupied Iraq suddenly got worse and worse, since the Greys supported terror against
the US and British troops there. I stopped this voluptuousness for good in 2012 and thought that I
would be largely done with it in 2023, but I was misled. Ewa and Leta need me to suffer like in a
state of detox, to attract the attention of the Greys and avert some pressure from Fred on Letar. In
much the same way also Donald Trump and a number of similar cases are stuck in sexual detox.
When his followers longed to have Trump back, it was also to bring back this aura of lechery. For
the same reason the life of Alexei Navalny ended tragically. He too had such a history of lechery.
And let me omit here the story of this or that prince who at the same time also had a wild sex life.
It's good to have a good government. Before the time of the FBI, the private firm Pinkerton had
searched rogues and carried out secret service missions. But those company men were too rough
in business, and would not well respect the laws and human rights. In 1905 there was much talk
about the Russian secret service. US politicians and judges rejected such institutions. But when in
Austria a leading secret service officer betrayed vital military secrets to Russia, the Brits and the
USA thought that they needed secret services too. Alfred Redl had a Fred name. Often Ewa helps
traitors to keep a balance of power. Redl was a queer. Such guys are often more lusty and weaker.

Guys, keep that confidential! That is the explanation too why the sex life of J. Edgar Hoover was
what people interested. They don't know much about him and don't care, but they heard rumors 
that he was a queer and find it interesting. Since he wasn't in trouble I guess he never cared to 
have sex. He was a pious man, and his job was his passion. We surely need more such people.
Especially interesting was the strange sex life of Napoleon. He was a cold-at-heart ruffian who 
fell in love with Josephine, a rather white Caribbean mulatto. He wrote her love letters from the 
battlefields, but she received lovers at home in Paris! Nevertheless he married her. Until today 
the French keep secret the fact that Josephine had been a prostitute, who just needed to work. 
Lust is enjoyable and sex can be great fun too, but it may soon become a drug that girls need. 
Some French revered Napoleon like a saint. I think he was a descendant of the family of Jesus. 
He had quick sex with many women. He soon started to despise women. He got fat and ugly. It 
was the pleasure of the Greys to send him fits of rage that he hardly could control. Such a story 
of the rake's progress is known from many miserable planets. Rake is indeed a cosmic word for 
those evil alien dwarfs. They send sexual stimulation as they rake with N-rays for the lecherous.
So what? The British rakes used to think that life is short and isn't getting better on the long run. 
But God sees things differently. Soon God will be able to better protect people, who often may 
turn to sex and lechery to escape from and eventually soften the typical attacks of the N-rays. It 
is the way of the Greys to have sex that they inflict pain and troubles first to then stimulate guys.



31. Jingoism sometimes helps Nations in trouble

 

Here are four bad guys at court in Colombia. A reporter from the German mag GEO managed to
shoot this photo under difficult conditions in 2015. Insurgents of the FARC, the Revolutionary
Armed Force of Colombia, at that time held an own gang territory south of the cocaine cartel city
Cali. They were drug farmers and traffickers, like so many of the local peasants, and eventually
abducted people to gain ransom. Their territory was next to that of an indigenous tribe. When the
heavily armed insurgents shot dead two unarmed Indios, their tribe sent out men of the guard of
the indigenes to search justice. The unarmed guard indeed managed to capture seven perpetrators.
Here we see four captives as they are put to trial before a tribal court, as it is lawful in Colombia.
The Indios are enraged. They give the suspects no lawyers. Each of them has three minutes time
to talk. That is largely in vain. What can the left-winged bandits say? The indigenous judges want
to get done with the case quick. Everybody is a member of the makeshift jury. They ask the entire
tribe whether they find that the murderer is guilty. They all shout “Yes”. And how should the guy
be punished? – “60 years”, shouts one guy. Many agree, and that is the judgment then. The others
get away with 40 years in prison. The judges of the tribal council had proposed to whip them and
let them go. But the entire tribe disagrees. They don't want these guerrillas as neighbors no more,
since the FARC recruits boys from the tribe. I find this picture interesting since it shows several
specimen of the major race four. Especially the man at the center looks like a characteristic Indio
to me, with his very long nose and his triangular narrow chin. That may be the typical gene drift
of South America, that also should deform the upper part of the head likewise, narrow and high.
But can you find out the murderer by the face? It's Carlos Iván S., who sits relaxed to the right.
The text by Stephen Ferry and a German colleague describes the murderer as »a young man with
a scarface«. The murderer seems to have a darker, negroid skin; and with his black jacket and his
weird shirt definitely looks like a bad black man. The text also points out that in 2015 six million
Colombians fled before the terror of such and other bandits. Many millions would eventually flee
too to the USA if they were welcome there. But such Racials could bring down that proud nation.
The USA has already too many Latinos and Negroids, who mean constant trouble. The statistics
say that Negroes form one eighth of the population but the majority of the prison inmates. It's not
due to the prejudices of alleged racists, but because for Negroes not only black lives matter less. 

Surely the enraged Indios of a tribal council are not the right people to judge over such bandits. 
From the point of view of western justice we would have to keep in mind that the other bandits 
probably can't be blamed for the excess of one co-perpetrator. Cultural and other excesses are 
typical for Negroes. It's because the evil spirits have a special grip on them. They but also tend 
to search out one target person in every group or society. Often it's an especially lawless man. 
That is something that is typical for African Negroes, that they care especially little for any laws.



The USA tries to introduce democracy in all the world, seeing this as the best method of 
government. But one typical problem that emerges is that people of the wrong sort get to
form the government. That was the case when Hamas bandits were voted into office by 
most Arabs of the Gaza strip in 2006. They ended the era of democracy and started an 
era of Islamist horror. The devils were whipping up those zealots to a big last assault in 
2023, like they often do when they fear to lose power. Already Jesus and his disciples 
had been members of a similar movement of Jewish zealots, that started an uprising it 
could not win. Those fanatical Jews often presumably were the darker Arab types. Some
of the early Christians were so dark that they were taken for Egyptian migrants. Celsus 
wrote that Jesus was regarded by those who had known him as remarkably ugly. It can't 
be true that such a type has become an almighty god. Most Jews and Arabs knew that.
In 2002 things were suddenly getting worse in Colombia too. That was when the FARC dared to
abduct presidential candidate Ms Betancourt. That raised a storm of protest in all the world, The
FARC also founded a political party, the UP. These were revolutionaries, everybody knew that, 
and not really democrats. Right-winged paramilitary groups managed to fight back those leftists 
killing many. Presumably the CIA is much to blame for the resistance of right-winged and liberal 
Colombians. So was it the right politics to prevent such untruthful leftists, indigenous rogues and
drug bandits from turning their land into a second Cuba? In hindsight even most leftists in South
America will see things that way. Cuba, Vietnam and North Korea are not role models for them 
but countries who got on the wrong way. Moderate leftists were voted into office too, and proved
that democracies can eventually also flourish under difficult conditions. But what is needed is a 
tactics from above, from the good leading nations, to fight back and segregate the worse guys.

What is justice? How should we treat rogues and bring order to nations in trouble? It's a
too difficult question for many people, since humans fail to well understand themselves.
Typical western experts are blatantly incompetent, since they don't know of any higher
powers who influence and control the human mind. Often people are suddenly clutched
and driven by impulses they can neither understand nor control. A worse race, a worse
region and a worse education, even bad nutrition may significantly reduce the ability of
people to walk the line. Judges should know that they are too weak to well handle that.
It may remind us of the trial of the indigenes, when we read what happened in New York in the
cases of Elizabeth Carroll against Donald Trump. That media woman and writer allegedly met Mr
Trump in a luxury warehouse in New York. So here's the story that helped that old lady to reap a
“gigantic sum” from that well known and coveted billionaire with the reputation of a sex stud:

In 1995 or later Mr Trump asked me to help him with the buy of a body of laces. He 
chose a transparent body of lace. I offered him to wear it for him, and I went with him 
into a dressing cabin. In there he got into a frenzy, he forcefully kissed and raped me. I 
didn't take the case to court, since I feared that reprisals might result from it.

That sounds like a tale that Ms Carroll could sell to publications like ›Confessions of a Slut‹. She
was some kind of penny-a-liner after all at that time. But maybe she didn't go to court because 
she feared that forcing, that sexual magic she had encountered. She must have felt sinful and 
ashamed of herself. Didn't she make him get hot, didn't she make him believe she was ready to 
have sex with him? Surely the court was expected to judge that she was chiefly to blame if she 
indeed had been forced to intercourse against her will. That part of the story sounds tenable. It 
could have become a case of how a giddy woman entices a big man into a situation that makes 
him lose his self control. But what happened instead was, that the juries behaved like a court of 
indigenes. They may have made up their minds before that they much disliked Mr Trump. Ms 
Carroll was a part of the leftist to liberal press that used to lately bash Trump a lot, making him 
get aggressive, erratic and even ugly. The more these people had liked the Negro Barack, the 
more they hated his right-winged successor. This case makes us think of agents provocateurs, 
who instigate people to commit crimes, with the intent to get them punished. What is special in 
some cases is that people may intensely feel the magic that is pressing them. The more people 
masturbated in that era, the more they would get under the sway of forcing magic from above.



32. Maybe pay your Judges a Good Meal

 

The picture to the left shows Olga's arms. Her definitely extreme tattoos tell us the phone number
of a lawyer that she once had. When cops came to arrest her she couldn't remember that number.
She's blond and she's Russian. She fled to Caucasian Georgia, where she now lives as a refugee.
In Russia there is little hope for justice, especially in so-called political cases. To the left there is
my clipart version of a Russian attorney. She's one of the few who dares to defend oppositionals.

So is the USA much better off than Russia when it comes to justice? Marlene Göring from GEO 
magazine wrote, that a group of Israeli and US-American food experts scanned a thousand of 
decisions of courts, who were asked to grant probation or a better treatment in prison. If those 
judges had eaten shortly before, they would show mercy in 65 % of the cases. But when a long 
time had passed since their last meal, those judges would deny all the appeals. I think we must 
not take such studies of experts too seriously, since the gods and the Greys manipulate them 
often. But all these tales may tell us something about the grave weakness of the human mind. 
People either don't know that they get manipulated by “stellar wind”, or they secretly justify it. It's
often too hard for God to lead them into the truth, since God can't protect them well against evil.

Mr Putin is factually the czar, and like previous czars he rules a rough country with the fist of the
tyrants. The Russian word for fist is kulak. It became a word for the rural gentry too. When Lenin
and his leftists came to power, they especially persecuted and uprooted those patrons. Many poor
people in all the world thence hoped that this would bring more freedom to peasants and workers.
Why didn't this work out? Because of the devils, who make weak people do silly and bad things.
They find this easier with people they manage to get addicted, to drugs, vodka or greed and lust.
One “joint” may be enough to drag you into the snares of those devils. When in 1979 the Soviets
invaded into Afghanistan, it was because local Commies had called them in to help. The KGB but
found it wiser to use poison gas against Commie chief Hafizullah Amin. Vladimir Putin learned
in the school of the Russian secret service agents to become a treacherous and cruel murderer too.
The big secret is why the Russians don't take action to overthrown his regime. They may think of
the era of Boris Yeltsin who liberalized the Russian economy. Jews would then bribe officials to
buy valuable enterprises for little money to sack in billions, at a time when Russia was hit hard by
economic turmoil and poverty. Putin was the hero thence who imprisoned a kingpin of the Jewish
mafia, Michail Chodorkovskij, who but became the darling of the Western leftist to liberal press.

Tim Weiner told a story from 2004 3/4. General Attorney John Ashcroft spontaneously decided 
to stop the espionage program called Stellar Wind. Hours later he was struck by a grave health 
crisis. Did the “Vegans”, who command the real stellar wind, didn't like him? The wind whispers 
to me that he didn't suffer from a gall bladder stone but from liver and kidney failure, due to food
poisoning. The snake-tongued guys who tried to murder him wished him good recovery later on.



The secret sexual activities of women can engender a lot of magic. That is what we commonly 
call witchery. I saw a sign, and now I am convinced that Elizabeth Carroll masturbated. That but
dragged her into these troubles. Greed, lust and magic may soon become an unsound mixture. 
After she accused Trump of this case of sexual intercourse that was maybe a rape or invented, 
he denied all allegations. So Ms Carroll took him before court. Found guilty of libel and sexual 
abuse he was fined to the exaggerated sum of 5 million US$. Since Trump still didn't admit that 
he did it, the old witch took him to a civilian court again, and won the gigantic sum of 83.3 million
US$. We might call this a witchery miracle. I quit the legal business, but I see a legal error here. 
What is needed here is a trial of criminal prosecution first. A criminal court would have to speak 
Mr Trump guilty of the alleged deed. In that trial he but would likely be acquitted, since he would
have the right to refuse to testify against himself. Testimony would stand against testimony, and
in doubt the accused must go free (in dubio pro reo). It can't be correct jurisdiction to circumvent
the old human right of refusal of testimony against oneself with a separate civilian trial of libel. In
such cases also the rules of lapse of time must be respected in civilian trials too. Especially sex 
crime cases need quick judgment. As people get older their entire destiny worsens back in time.

Well, good laws and judgments are only one side of the medal of honor that God wants 
to wear in the end, as one who managed to save two rare precious earths under difficult 
circumstances. When suddenly Donald Trump runs into so many diverse legal troubles, 
it's because the old and weak man is out of luck. Too many people don't want Mr Trump 
to become the US president for another term. According to older laws the Redskins, the 
British or the Spaniards owned North America, but it made America great to ignore that.
Reports say that it is typical for women that they fantasize of big men while having sex or feeling
like it. Big men may immensely stimulate their sex drive. The men may feel likewise, at the time 
of a ruckus. I heard tales of leading men who took up the bad habit to stormily and surprisingly 
have sex with women, who were often too shy to refuse and later too ashamed to tell. The time 
has come to make it clear to prominent men too, that this is not okay but in many cases a crime.
But while spirits and inner voices trick, mislead or urge men and women into such situations, it 
is necessary to explain to people what kinds of sex-mad aliens eventually are doing such things.
During the times when I was sexually active it suddenly became much easier for the Greys to let
people sexually misbehave. Things were especially wild in the years after 2004, and culminated
in the Arab spring, when the Arabs seemed to undertake a great step forwards that God could 
hardly allow. Eventually laws of the lapse of time help to settle conflicts typical for that wild era.

One of the spicy sex stories from history was that of Eleanor Roosevelt, the wife of FDR. People
of today hardly know her, but all seem to have heard the rumor that she had a lesbian affair with
her secretary. The Greys are all females, and most of them are lesbian. Anyway, queer feelings 
aren't bad, they are typical for many people, they are tolerated by the true God, and they made 
Eleanor make Franklin oppose to Hitler some more. Hitler must have hated Alfred Redl a lot, the
queer Austrian top-notch spy. Nationalists like Hitler gave socialist traitors the blame for the lost 
World War One. In truth though the Greys play with armies, nations and continents, like we play
board games like Risk. The Greys try to destroy Germany here and the Wales of Letar, who are
the countries that the two local leading goddesses must build, select and lead to victory in the 
end. As the devils create an anti-German intuition, leftists and arrogant types may translate this 
into a politics that is bad for Deutschland, and into resentments against Germans and rightists. 
Right-wingers eventually search for a conspiracy and a traitor that they can focus their hate on. 
It was surely a mistake of Mr Trump to hate Ms Carroll, since that made her get more powerful. 
In truth God must sometimes carefully arrange such opponents around people to avert a worse 
destiny. If the devils don't find the adversaries that God prepared they might search worse ones.

But did you know the true story of the Weathermen? Parts of it are also in Tim Weiner's book. It 
started with the radical student group SDS. Students for a Democratic Society was their official 
name, but they may have heard from the Socialist Deutsche Students, a similar group. The FBI 
listened to these hippies 24/7. They smoked pot and threw in trips of LSD and suddenly became
terrorists. A few FBI agents were so fascinated by these revolutionaries that they betrayed their 
own people. Special agent Dyson explained: “Nobody knew then what was right or wrong”!! Did 
God? Those agents who were deep into the “Weather Underground” nicknamed themselves as 
“Beards, Blacks and Broads”. The latter name may be red as referring to the broader Letaren. 



33. Beware of the Devil's Weed!

 

Lila Leeds was the name of the forgotten actress who starred in the film ›The Devil's Weed‹. That
Li name seems to lead us directly to the leading Cräybs of the constellation Lyre, who indeed try
to lead us into damnation. Li, the second-youngest Cräybs tribe, is leading all their 22.000 living
planets. The Greys slowly ruin enslaved planets with time passing. But their glory is about to end.
The eight planets of the mother tribe Hu still have saviors who managed to become living gods.
There the Seraphs (serfs, enslaved goddesses) incarnated as crabby vixens to marry their darlings.
These then incarnated into the bodies of congeras, who developed the technology of reproduction.
The five saviors of Li and Dji didn't achieve this. These must live lonely lives, hopefully forever.
The better we manage to develop our worlds, the better the good gods can vanquish those devils.

But as there is talk about devils, Christians think in different ways. For many the devil is a living 
guy with an ugly sharp face and black or other skin color. Such a “Satan” is eventually the work 
of creative magic. As you doze or hallucinate, this magic turns silhouettes for instance of blocks 
of firewood at a fireplace into the faces of “Sheitans”. A German word for such a block is Scheit.

Jesus at first thought that he was the master of the evil spirits. After he met John the Baptist, who
seemed to have proclaimed him as the Messiah of the Bible, he started up a career as a healer and
an exorcist, forming a sect of twelve from his brothers and his often Canaanite followers. He was
right to think that evil spirits possess people making them get mad and sick, but that doesn't mean
they are easily driven out by just the force of conjurations. The devils would send him people that
they especially prepared, to help creating the wrong impression that he was the only living god of
this world. He would drive out devils into a herd of swine that would then run wild and drown. It
was an allusion to the fact that the strongest Greys who are active here are those of the Feken, the
poor pigs in outer space. Jesus soon must have realized that his methods didn't work out well. The
Jews asked him: “Are you the Elias?” Elias, Greek: Helios was their name for the God of the Sun.
Jesus didn't tell them that he was this true Messiah. The legends of the Gospel are partly incorrect
but they tell a true story: He menaced the evil spirits, to stop them from saying that he was their
master, the devil incarnate! Jesus wasn't the master of the Greys but rather their plaything. They
routinely sucked vril (life energy) from him, multiplied his troubles and wasted him in short time.

That is the truth about hallucinogenic drugs like hashish (cannabis, marijuana, pot; also 
LSD): Especially drugs that generate hallucinations help the devils to find your mind and
manipulate it. The Greys, rotten worms, try to enslave you with subtle or stormy waves 
of thoughts and feelings. They give you lust and send pains to make you addicted. You 
should know how damned strong these devils are, before you decide to smoke pot. But 
the Greys easily manipulate your destiny, to turn you into a worse version of yourself.



34. Bad Aliens off Limits!

 

Hey there's ET again, the best known alien of Hollywood mythology. But in the Beljonde version
the treacherous little creep has a snake tongue. His brain has the size of an ape only, but his blue
eyes may even give a Nazi the idea to trust him. It's due to Berk-OS when on all living planets a
few types develop such color markers. Strong Greys may power ET up and make him do magic.
The film ET was made by the Jew Stephen Spielberg in 1982, at a time when Little Greys seemed
to appear to UFO fans in hallucinations or under hypnosis in so-called alien abductions. Since the
fifties the Little Greys, who were seen in 90 % of all cases, seemed to often be rather friendly and
interested in anatomic studies or wanting sex. These friendly impressions dramatically changed in
the time after 1993. In 1996 the former “space brothers” had turned into violent sexual molesters.
That is what Jane Goldman wrote in volume 2 of her valuable book about the ›Real FBI X-files‹.

In 1993 I was chosen as the Messiah of this planet. My role is to not tell people more fairy tales 
about winged angels in a cloud-cuckoos heaven, but the sad truth about outer space that meets
the evidence. It took me 31 years to figure out the real names of some of the most active aliens 
who work such miracles. The youngest and nearest of these creeps is Li-Rufus, who lives on a 
planet called Cardassia, where the local Seraph is Carda. These Cräybs use N-rays to influence
our minds, modulated rays of pulsars. Indeed that explains why such signals, who should come 
in very regularly, like ticks of a fast clock, often show traces of modulations. Here are the signals
from outer space that SETI too, the US government's former search program of extraterrestrials,
identified as possible signals from the real ETs. Beware of these aliens! One of their most liked 
targets is for instance Kim Kardashian. She's a slut, no a celebrity, and also a former prominent 
supporter of Donald Trump's campaigns. She can't sing or dance, she just has a bizarre behind.
What makes her special? The Cräybs hook on her because her name links to that of Cardassia.
Her reality TV series ›Keeping Up with the Kardashians‹ also expressed a wish of especially the
Cräybs. They are deep into time synchronization troubles, and want us to think of them and like 
them. Our three local earths, Gaia, Letar and Sesam, used to be their most valuable hostages. 
Like often they would try to make people especially popular whose sin was a shame of the race.

I remember reading that Hillary Clinton too was a committed fan of this odd series of a family of
mixed race. She was the candidate who lost against Donald Trump in 2016. That was due to the
spicy story of her husband Bill, who got in troubles deep due to his extramarital relationship with
Jewish Monica Lewinsky. Allow God at least to reveal the truth, that Hillary thence belonged to
the same sort of girls. Secretly she allegedly got lusty, and that made Bill glide into those affairs.

Already Jesus pointed out that you need to remain true to your partner also mentally, to 
prevent a break of marriage. Sometimes lecherous aliens work so hard on you that you 
can't control yourself. Then any angels won't help you, only your local goddess maybe.



35. The USA was always Anglo-American

 

This famous painting shows: Queen Elizabeth-1 of course. We may regard her as the person that
made the USA become what it is today. She fought back the Spaniards, and in her honor Walter
Raleigh founded the colony Virginia. They called her the Virgin Queen, which she definitely was
not. But Mary the mother of Jesus hadn't been a virgin too. It was a title that referred to the Earth
Goddess, who was secretly liked by that British monarch. The scenery here is a bit of mockery.
Elizabeth wears the apple of the prettiest girl. She appears to be prettier than even the goddesses
Juno, Minerva and Venus. Note that a chariot of swans waits in the background of the goddess of
love. It may warn of the spirit of lust, since it refers to the constellation of Swan, where most of
the Cräybs' planets dwell. Their strategy is to overpopulate our earth with lesser people to ruin it.
British order had it's serious weaknesses. Capitalism still has them today, that came from Britain
to America. Communists and socialists tried to introduce and experiment with a better new order.
But new people were needed for socialism, that was what most leftists always knew. In Germany
the Nazis brought up the idea of national socialism in one land, that also became the program of
Stalin in the Soviet Union. But they didn't manage to procreate or educate the new people. China
too became an evil tyranny of slave holders, who strove to conquer and tyrannize other countries.
It can have detrimental effects on their genes and destiny if Whites move away from their culture.

Hitler was a bit right to think that Aryans are people of better quality. But Iran, the “Land of the 
Aryans”, got so bad that God must stop the USA and Israel from over-reacting. The real rogues 
dwell in outer space. God was often too weak to protect the blond and racially better from them. 
Tim Weiner wrote that the FBI finds that right-wingers often show tendencies of self-destruction.
It's due to the devils who pester them. Culture and education should help to develop white pride.
It's manifest destiny, it's rather obvious that North America was destined to become a continent 
with an Anglo-American culture. Easily the Germans could have made the USA become a land 
of their culture. But God wanted an English North America. In a civil war the USA also defended
the Western values against secessionists led by the general Lee (Li). God didn't want our CSA 
to become another Caribbean nation of slave holders. Safe borders must today protect the USA
from the typical troubles of the Latin American countries. There were ten civil wars in Colombia.

True religion is not meant for everybody, not even for many people. The UTR shall allow 
the people of this world to evolve, and build better societies than we have. But they can't
do that because they are not the new people that God must want. Most existing nations 
must only mirror nations of Letar. Our Aryans mirror the Parses, the Jews of that planet. 
In truth queen Elizabeth-1 wasn't prettier than a goddess of course. Genuine goddesses 
from outer space are super-developed titanic angels. That is what God must want for our
planet too. Realizing this will help people of lesser quality to refrain from having children.



36. The Truth may be God's Gift to You

 

This photo was manipulated by me. I thought that these guys maybe would need another political
party, and I added a banner and a funny duckling of the Nuevos Verdes, the New Greens. Maybe
the USA would need such a party too. The Yankees have some Greens at home, but these seem to
be aged and marginalized. On one banner at X-twitter a fat lady wrote “Heckuva job Bushy”. She
got 41 likes. What the heck does she mean? Maybe it's Luvian, a language of the ancient Trojans.
Surely ordinary US citizens might find it wiser to not let such Trojan ware enter their computers,
if they ever heard of this exotic political movement. Here in Deutschland the Greens lately gained
a large faction of the voters. ARD&ZDF alarm them about global warming. That may worry God
too, but many Greens are rather Reds with a green coating who traditionally know of no God. So
maybe the world needs the New Greens, who tell that Mother Nature is a good living person. The
UTR tells people the truth, thus making it easier to understand everything, live well and prosper.
As we check out the worker we see that his machete may get dangerously near to the unprotected
hand. Experienced harvesters won't see a problem here, but social workers warn that eventually
boys harvest nuts, who may hack off their fingers. Can't these people be better protected? That is
what many expect from politicians of the left or trades unionists. The Christians but placate them
with hopes for a better life next time up in the sky. The UTR tells the truth: These hopes are vain!
The truth lets people realize that they only have one life and should take good care of themselves.

The town on this photo is a regional center of Brazil nut harvesting. The well made statue shows
one of them. These harvesters traditionally hack open large buds with their machetes, to get a 
handful of small nuts in their shells, who are then cracked and processed. The Goddess Diet of 
the UTR recommends such nuts, although they contain rather much fat. Nutrition experts may 
see things differently. But they don't know about God, who created humans and also their food. 
Well, this is wild rural South America after all. Here youngsters drive through town on fast cross 
motorcycles, and without helmets and protection gear. What they must expect from Greens of 
the old type is a political initiative to ban motorcycles and any fuel consuming vessels. Scientists
of the old type are generally unable to evaluate the influence of exhaust fumes on the climate. 
And of course they can't know how God secretly tries to regulate and rearrange the climate. The
New Greens may eventually show that a climate politics of zero CO2 emissions can't really help
with local and global climate problems. The climate and everything else will get better as God 
gets stronger, and has more time for fewer, better people. So it's already the correct policy of 
many politicians to protect nature and thwart further development, but plant more valuable trees
instead. A problem but is that the jungles are often so full of dangerous creatures that people 
call them a green hell. God didn't create the mosquitoes to let them infest people with malaria. 
In a future world with much less lesser people, God can take action to let such diseases vanish; 
just like other diseases, that always used to be invincible, wondrously vanish in modern times.



37. You need to know what is right and what is not

 

This collage shows the original coliseum in Rome; the one in Oban, Scotland called the folly of 
McCaig; and the Los Angeles coliseum of the Olympics 1984. Some Scottish still heed plans to 
declare independence. But their culture doesn't look like they are wise enough for that and have
the support of Lady Luck – instead of Robert Burns and Samuel Thomson maybe. Only with the
help of the UTR you can understand such a building with the “eyes of an owl”. It symbolizes the 
Holy Grail, the innermost sphere of the Betyle where our Earth Goddess dwells. Many knights 
always searched it but only I found it! Roughly 16.7 million of such gates connect any congera.

Rome was the cradle of western civilization. In a way, the USA has become the Rome of today. It
was what president Richard Nixon realized, who was smart but lacked God's wisdom. In those
days, when even FBI men said: “We didn't know what was right and was wrong”, he realized that
the USA should withdraw from Vietnam. They had tried their best, but they weren't good enough
to solve that conflict. They had committed a genocide. The USA hadn't the luck to rule the world.

Rome was in it's origin a culture of dark immigrants from Troy who weren't really great. It did get
better when some Celts conquered it. But the culture of ancient Rome had many flaws: It wasn't
right to conquer other lands to kill many citizens and subdue the rest. It wasn't right to enslave 
people, to let gladiators fight to death, or to torture to death prisoners and disliked people. Such 
bloodshed seemed to be wanted by the Roman gods, but God was never really known in Rome.

The USA is a great nation today, the greatest for decades in the world when it came to politics,
economy, sports, science, education, entertainment, just civilization. But civilizations rise and fall
like mortals must. Nixon got a hunch that something had happened. The Messiah had been born.
The USA had had great years, but time marches on, and inescapably destiny would bring it down.

The House of God lies much nearer to Arabia than to America. The Muslims profit from that. But
they couldn't turn the Europeans into Arabs, because the Arabs and the region are just too bad. 
Some Muslims are today Deutschland's liked citizens, while some Latinos are among the worst 
The bright colors of the skin, the hair and the eyes clearly show that only some European types 
are special. The ›Germania‹ of Tacitus famed the Germanic for their morale, their family values.
Negroes are most different. Today Congo-Kinshasa is the land of the worst rapists of the world. 
It was black magic though when some Negroes got powered up to become dark super heroes. 
Only God can explain correctly the races. God thus makes possible racialism instead of racism.

There is magic in this world, but many muggles can neither understand magic nor see it. 
Secretly congeras struggle. Devils may make people bad, wild, driven, stupid and crazy. 
Judaism and Christianity warned before them but also teach: If you get in trouble you're 
to blame. In truth evil aliens want to bring us down. God needs to evolve a new species 
good enough to resist. These few immortal Æsir will build their own superior civilization.



38. 100 Years of Disney – Congratulations!

 

The nicest of all the Disney characters is definitely Tinkerbell. Isn't tinkering rather the domain of
men? Sure, but creating a living world is women's work. In ancient Greek religion tinkering was
the work of the god of smiths Hephaistos. Hinduism still knows him as Tvastar, and for ancient
Germanic he was the creator god Tuisto, a twisted sister twister god. Ancient Egypt knew him as
Ptah, the human Father. Often the Earth Goddess masked with the likeness of a father god, of me.

When ye mortals will be dead and gone forever the characters from the wonder world of Disney 
entertainment will remain, and so will the eternal people in space that they symbolize. Ordinary 
scientists are mostly muggles, for them any wonders are only fantasies. But for people who got 
evolved enough to realize that our world is a world of wonders, some characters from the world 
of Disney entertainment may also carry secret messages. Jesus didn't find out about the aliens. 
His old-time religion may be good enough for Negroes, as they used to sing, but for the Whites 
the time has come to learn more. Who might have imagined in the old days that plenty of other 
worlds exist in outer space where the local gods created diverse and often bad leading species?
Hinduism was always much more open to such ideas than the three Semitic world religions. It 
provided the correct idea that Yetis or divine ape people exist in outer space. Another model of 
success, that was often copied in many galaxies, was the Frog King. The Disney version of his 
tale has a Negress kissing him, maybe hoping that this might rather transform her into his Frog 
Queen. Silliness and ugliness signify the power of the Greys. Our local goddess of course can't 
try and create Frogs (Ranoids) too. The Frogs in near space are from a different tribe called Pi. 
Yet another tribe created Suricatoids, who live just behind the Feken. Mouse beavers from 8 + 5
tribes populate the host of the 5.500 good living worlds of our galaxy. They are the first goodies,
who emerged from disastrous groups of creeps. It wasn't a coincidence when Walt Disney and 
born Frisian Ub Iwerks invented Mickey Mouse. Mouse beavers of Ro, Ra and others inspired 
him. Many mouse beavers are more primitive than we are, but nearly all of them are good and 
free and live on paradisaical worlds in eternal bliss. Only a few dozen planets are hostages too. 
There are no sad cases among the 232 near planets of the Ducks of the tribe Du. These Utoids 
freed themselves early, and that made the congeras of Ga travel to get near to them. Until today
the main group of Greys of Ga dwells in the constellation Auriga, where the Ducks live too, but 
in a distance of 300 light years. The local Greys often try to appear as dogs, and that is why the 
world of Mickey and Donald is populated by dog people. Goofy is one of them, well symbolizing 
the efforts of the Greys to stultify us. The Beagle Boys, brazen gangsters, are dog people too. In
real space there are no dog people, but lots of ghastly bad Spidermen, Cräybs and Scorpionids.
The near 666+ living worlds of the humanoids of the EAH, and also the older tribes Si and Lu of 
more ape gods do their best to protect us from the N-rays that the Greys constantly send to us. 
These rotten super worms like the skin color blue. Ewa but often appears as a good white lady. 
The elf Tinkerbell allegedly lives at a star behind a near star. That means Leta's Star – Sirius C.



39. Old Conflicts with the Reds die hard

 

This is one of the well made works from the fantasy world of Marvel comics. The great Jew Stan
Lee was the father god of the Marvel universe, the home of dozens of US-American super heroes.
These like replaced the unlucky saints of the Catholics and their Epiphytalists. Super heroes and
rogues still earn billions for Hollywood. But in the age of true religion it becomes clear that these
are not mutants with magical powers, but like puppets on the strings of super-powerful congeras.

The USA used to be great in the 20th Christian century. When voters lately preferred very aged 
politicians like Bernie Sanders (an Alexander name), they like try to bring back the times when 
the USA was great. Still US-American scientists seem to be in the lead of research on all fields. 
But the time is getting near for the great historical coming-out of the true god. I saw a sign and 
am sure that candidate Nikki Haley already knows this well and managed to profit from it. She's 
of Indian descent, just like Kamala Harris is too. It's apparently easier for such exotic people to 
adapt to the changing times. But these get little backing by the majority of elderly voters. People
seem to wait for better times, when younger guys will rise who are more types of the American 
cultural mainstream, those white Anglo-Saxon post-protestants. But people may underestimate 
the difficulties of trying to get over old-time religious culture, that is mainly Jewish after all. God's
development plan demands to gradually haul the Germans to the top of the pyramid of nations 
of this world. That is a Sisyphus' work, and it can't be achieved in a world so full of dark Racials.
In the meantime Jewish science must fool the world. But maybe Darwin and Newton were even 
more wrong than Einstein, Freud and Montagu. Remember that it was the talkative Jew Ashley 
Montagu who brought up the mad idea that all races are equal, and terms like Negro should not 
be used. He was a Jewish emigrant from Britain of the Nazi era, an impostor who lied about his 
academic merits. It speaks strongly against the UNESCO, that such a rogue became a leading 
expert of this world organization. The UN is a bunch of people of rich diversity but poor quality. 
Sometimes the Jews are the worst, because of their links to the poor pigs of Fe-Juda, and their 
destined role as the false chosen people of this planet. But God didn't like the Whigs to replace 
them, who always tried to speed up development. In past Christian times God had to protect the
Cro's, the most modern men, from the fury of the Commies, bad Racials and last Neanderthals. 
The Soviets mainly would always try to instigate rebels of all the lowlier sorts, to try and conquer
the world. They are gone today, but the devils who manipulated them still try something like this.
There's still the red star on the new logo of the FARC. Any congeras must fear such red stars.



Looking again at the map of the stars next to the Sun (→ 19.) we find that the fastest star at our 
sky, Barnard's star, is also dangerously near to us. It's the one that recently changed it's path, to
move away from us a bit. Others are Wolf 359 and Lalande 21185. It took me years to get sure 
that the latter red star isn't inhabited. Congeras can't endure such hard radiation. It's significant 
that all those three near red stars dwell to the north of our Sun. We may read from this that they 
are meant to stop us from moving into the direction that we need to, upwards towards UMa 47.

When he was president, Mr Trump also spoke out against the so-called antifa. In such questions
he showed much courage. That is still making him popular today, it wins him the hearts of many
elderly guys, who still remember the Commies like they were. Many leftists and liberals in all the
world but may have hated such statements. Many see the antifa as a tool in their propaganda war
“against rightists”. In Germany the drastically overpaid comedian Jan Böhmermann (ARD&ZDF)
leads this movement in the media. Noteworthy is that Jan is another spearhead of the leftists and
liberals with a name that leads to Bohemia. It tells us of the troubles that Leta has with such guys.
In Germany antifa culture is based on the Holocaust remembrance culture of the leftists and Jews.
You won't believe what you see in our cities: Some such guys have plastered the pavements with
brass stones reminding of Jews who once lived here. They are officially called “stumbling stones”
and indeed they are slippery, and pose a substantial danger to the feeble elderly or inexperienced
inline skaters. The devils make antifa guys plant such stones. They need not justify such things in
Cologne, where traditionally all do the kowtow before the Catholic church and it's ruling coalition
of antifa Klüngel parties. Indeed the Mafias helped to liberate Italy from fascism. The Holocaust
culture of today mainly serves to help the Jews with anything that they want and demand (money
mostly), while bringing and keeping Germans down. It's like telling those Deutsche many times a
day that they were and maybe still are no good, and should better keep their heads especially low.
In 2005 the UN calendar even instated a special holocaust remembrance day. In the aftermath of
the big bad tsunami of Christmas 2004, they like taught all the world to especially remember the
Germans with the worst deed that they ever did. Leftists are strong especially in the UNESCO in
France. They heard about the UTR and of course many dislike the idea of the Germans as the real
chosen people. They used the tsunami as an opportunity to discredit them with the earth goddess.
The historian Ulf Brunnbauer points out, that demands for such remembrance direct the attention
of the people back to war times. This does not lead to reconciliation, but it fastens old divisions.
Leftists are unwilling to accept the idea that devils and a bad destiny were misguiding the Nazis.

Leftists are less bad today than they used to be in times of the Soviets. But the UTR still 
teaches people to beware of their shortcomings. The Berk-OS assigns to them the roles 
of warriors, rebels and treacherous guys. Most are more deluded than ordinary people 
when it comes to religion and miracles. They naturally tend to be more untruthful, and to 
divide society into feuding groups and parties. They naturally prefer the hair-color red. In 
this world that is so deluded, they sense that the hidden truth is not their friend. While it 
now comes out that Ewa chose the Germans, they feel a drive to oppose against both. 
My role in society of today may be compared with that of the Taoist philosopher Zhuāngzǐ. At a 
time when all China held on to the state-abiding lore of Confucius and Chinese legalism, and 
believed in the false heathen gods of old China, Zhuāngzǐ was an outsider with fantasies of a 
mythical paradise in mind. There a lord of life dwells, a very old creator, who was seeing things 
differently than all the teachers and philosophers, but whose lore (Tao) could settle all disputes. 
God guides people via intuition! But when the Reds get misguided, then this Tao is not for them.

Indeed good guidance is the main problem of politics today. Humans are much less in control of
themselves than they think. The neurologist Robert Sapolsky even denies people a free will. That
is correct regarding the efforts of the congeras, who can manipulate all reality. When Mr Trump
got so much into destiny troubles lately it was also because he got old, and the USA is less stable
than Europe. That explains many strange faults of US society, especially bad and false laws and
judgments. For instance the Mann Act prohibits “the transportation of women across state borders
for sexual purposes”. Charlie Chaplin narrowly escaped from 23 years in prison for violation of
this law! The Greys like too hard laws, that Ewa can't correct because she is too weak in the USA.



40. From a golden Past to a golden Future

 

Isn't this Donald Trump again on this pleasant scene, that the Bavarian network BR (ARD&ZDF)
put into the Internet? Adam and Eve eat good fruits from the tree of wisdom, that the snake of the
garden of Eden recommended to them. The UTR identifies that wondrous snake as Jhwh or Jewa.
It's the original god of the bible who but prefers the name Ewa. Of course good food helps people
to get wise. You are what you eat after all. But cosmic devils prefer poorly fed and dumb humans.

The tale of paradise is a central myth of the three Semitic world religions. It's also a central myth
of the lore of Chinese Taoism. The book of Zhuāngzǐ assures that it's tale of the southern land 
of flowers is true. Indeed there exist many places on this earth that might be regarded by poets 
and believers as paradisaical. What often may disturb are the paupers and lesser people who 
live there. Even if you try to live all alone on an island, like Robinson Crusoe, you will soon find 
that you can't escape from bad thoughts and bad destiny. Badness is everywhere in this world. 
That wouldn't be true for a real paradise, a place where a real god is willing and able enough to 
regulate everything perfectly. Indeed the Biblical legends of paradise tell us of a land where all 
sorts of fruits grow all the time, and where even the lion is tame enough to rest at the side of the
lamb. The UTR indeed brings good tidings of such worlds. Paradisaical planets of the angels of 
the EAH and others exist plenty in outer space. Your local God is about to transform this earth 
into such a world soon. Ewa indeed came from a lost paradise, the world of her mother-goddess
Anna; and she is sure that she will finish a world even better than Anna's in only 20.000 years. 
Of course in such a perfect world the people will be God's most perfect works. The humanoids 
of this earth are smaller and more primitive than nearly all the others. But God is confident that 
the Æsir, the golden immortals of the future, will enjoy their true paradise not less than others.

But these are tales of a better future and past that don't seem to fit well to the dire world of today.
God has in mind to let only some of the best people reproduce. Other people but seem to be parts
of a conspiracy to bring people of lesser race and poorer development to the top. One mastermind
of such “diversity” is Jessica Wade from Imperial College in London. She's a physicist, and also
spends her evenings hours to write a host of Wikipedia articles, mainly about women in science.
That left wrinkles on her face: Jess looks sick and older than she is. She explains herself like this:
“Diversity is one premise for good science”. Jess seems to thus think herself and us sick! Seeing
her is hating her, that was the case for me instantly when I saw her first in a GEO magazine. Only
when I googled her I found out that she isn't British but Jewish, with family links in all of Europe.
I then decided to like her some more. She has nice bright eyes and works well for the Wikipedia.

Some people think that racial and cultural diversity is good for us, and may help us with 
progress and development. The opposite is true. Racials have fractal links to bad planets
only. They bring bad luck, and make false Jewish religion and science get more popular.



To make America great again means to turn back to the politics of the 20th century. The USA 
was at the height of it's power when they had won two world wars against Germany. What was 
their recipe of a new order? Maybe Charlie Chaplin best formulated it in his satirical film about 
Hitler, ›The Great Dictator‹. »I should like to help everyone - if possible - Jew, Gentile - black 
man – white. … In this world there is room for everyone. And the good earth is rich and can 
provide for everyone. The way of life can be free and beautiful, but we have lost the way.« That 
was the confession of belief of a formerly British comedian, who was mistaken for a Jew by the 
Nazis. It still sounds like the credo of the diversity freaks and lesser people today. But is this the
way to better thinking and to a better world? Mr Chaplin said that the way of life could be free 
and beautiful but got lost. Why is this world so bad? That is the big question that religions only 
can answer. They commonly say that people are so bad that this world needs to be destroyed. 
Indeed Mr Chaplin was an unusually sinful guy, who used to commit statuary rape with minors. 
That may have been the reason why in his speech he didn't express the wish to help Christians.

Today there definitely isn't space and food in this world for everyone. Billions of humans 
must stay hungry or are badly fed. Negroes eat apes in Congo because they lack food, 
even precious bonobos who are near to extinction! But still the lesser races reproduce in
a deathly pace. That is not diversity, when masses of Racials transform our good earth, 
that could be so rich, into a poorhouse where all must fight ever harder for survival. It's 
not diversity if they wear the same cheap clothes, read the same silly books and listen to
similar dull rap music. It is a natural law that in a more and more overpopulated world all 
people get more pressed and hateful. This earth may be wide and rich enough to harbor 
and nourish a trillion of happy people. But there is something that's missing in this crazy 
calculation. God does really exist, and his resources to help are limited. It's perspicuous 
to deduce that God can provide too little help, while too many people dwell on his earth.

The UTR indeed teaches that God is mainly some kind of strange fish, a super-developed
and supremely powerful congera. God's powers are but limited by Greys, aged congeras.
God cautiously proceeds on the way to salvation, but needs a sly strategy to not stumble
and fall. Some white people of better race are more lucky and bring more luck. That is
due to fractal connections to the roughly 5.500 free planets of this galaxy and comparable
numbers of others in the distance, including a mass of Delphinoids in a galaxy far away.
Nearly all these aliens are white and well developed and have characteristic bright colors
of the hair and the eyes. They are well fed and of good physical size and beauty. They all
have what our humans need to finish evolution: big brains and a culture of true wisdom.
Back to Jessica Wade, who is the only woman in her group of “imperial” physicists. Would more
Chinese women and even bush-Negroes help them to get to a better understanding of physics?
Beware of the Red Chinese, I say, who tend to often spy for their allegedly Communist party at 
home. One way of God to hinder such unwanted aliens is to withdraw the spirit of creativity from
them. It can't be wise to let such a rogue state find out more about God's secret technologies. I 
find that progress in physics is difficult to achieve. This needs to have the silent support of God. 
What our physicists firstly would need to realize is that miracles do exist, since all reality is not 
stable. But the leading men on this field of expertise rather follow the theory of local realism that
does not allow miracles. Even Negroes from the bush may understand miracles better than our 
physicists! There seems to be something wrong with Nobel laureate John Clauser, the inventor 
of that theory of local realism. Some say that he's bribed, since he claimed that a climate crisis 
doesn't exist. He must mean that it looks like this is under god's control. Well, God must guard a
lot of secrets of science. Those who get past Jewish science eventually risk losing their minds.

So let's rather take a last look at the above picture. The idea of the Biblical legend of paradise is,
that God creates a golden species, people who are worthy and good enough to master his wisdom.
For all others God's wisdom is verboten, for nosy Jews three times maybe. The Russian fairy tale
of tiny Chavroshka says that she had to be the servant of lazy girls. She worked well with the help
of a holy cow, who made a wondrous apple tree grow for her. She gave one apple to a fine man,
who married her. It's a legend of a God who cares more for the good people who help the world.



The New Way to Wisdom

This is a very short common introduction into the Universal Truth Religion (UTR, V.23.1 2023).
With the Universal Truth Religion God debunks all other religions and lores of science. The UTR
only tells the truth about all things. I teach things who are modern and must be correct, but I must
counter the sufferings of two worlds by suffering and making mistakes. I Bertram Eljon Odin was
called in 1993 to become the saviour, husband and advocate of the Earth Goddess. This good lady
who created this earth reveals all her secrets only to me and by and by. The lore of the UTR is not
in all parts based on evidence, but with the years scientific finds supported many teachings. The
UTR sadly is only really suitable for young and well developed enlightened children of light with
bright natural colours. The cruel Greys, cosmic she-devils, distort and spoil many people with N-
rays. Greys bring all sorts of trouble. Only with God's help mortals can get strong enough to take
a stand. God can best guide young well-raised Europids (Caucasians) of the German Rhineland.
Only few have good development perspectives. Few shall evolve after 150 years to ageless Æsir:
great and gentle demigods who'll be fair, beautiful and wise, who can read minds and do miracles.
God but also likes and supports many ordinary homo sapiens, who shall slowly die out in peace.
This Earth has a Goddess, the white 90 m congera (lentworm, leviathan, snake) Ewa. She lives in
the house of God (Betyle), 300 km below of Eden (Aden) at the heart of the earth that she created
with patient, hard, sly work. I'm God the Father, she's Mother Earth. The minds of all humankind
associate to form the Divine Spirit. Over 5500 free and paradisical earths of Humanoids (Angels),
Marsupial Rats, Ducks, Frogs, Meerkats etc protect us and help us to develop. Ewa's Betyle was
created near Anna's former star Mirá 1.7 GY ago and travelled to settle this earth. Letar (Sirius C)
of Ga-Leta and Fred Willms, and Sesam (Big Dipper 47) of Ga-Rina and Jonathan Eckart are our
best neighbours. We are rare planets in trouble, like the 6 of the Sauroids, the 53 Marsupial Bears
or the 63 Feken. On Letar Welsh are the chosen people; but the Aryan Parses are, like our Jews, a
false chosen people linked to a primitive earth of the Feken (Hogs). That is why Jewish religion
with it's god Yahweh (Ga-Jewa) and Jewish science often mislead. The rotten Greys ruined 99%
of this galaxy's 1,050,000 earths with falling stars. Most of these harbour dwarfish Arthropoids:
Berks (Spiders), 22,000 Cräybs (Crabs) etc. Grey evil wights are slaves of the Greys, who failed
to create own earths. The Berk-OS has it that earths are populated with six major races, of whom
five are unlucky Racials. Especially the Arthropoids-Greys send us N-rays, modulated pulsar rays
who build magnetic fields and appear as hypernovas, whistler waves or atmospheric mini-comets.
Greys suck lifeforce (mana, vril) with the help of intoxication, lust and laze. Congeras typically
appear masked as gods, angels, devils, spirits, stars, celebrities, parents, beasts or fantasy figures.
As priming, inner voices or forcing impulses of what to do congeras perceptibly interfere into our
minds. They may make believers believe into nonsense and go erroneous ways. Especially wrong
is the creed that the dead will once resurrect or live on as spirits. The thoughts of confused people
cause many mental disturbances. The Greys pester good people but may push a few lesser people.
While God could not protect well the chosen and the good, the old religions were a compromise
with the Greys. God had to hide from modern thinking atheists, who are the booty of vain egoism
and megalomania. Most generally all the older people are not fit for the needed mental updates.
The Goddess Diet teaches how to best resist to evil. That starts with a healthy and fresh nutrition
with much protein. Fresh water baptism and fitness sports in the open help to gather vril. Physical
and mental troubles can be countered with work, entertainment and creativity. Sadly God's help
has narrow limits when it comes to supporting, protecting and telling the truth, so help yourself
and be sly. The rotten Greys right now suck too much vril from our earth that is overpopulated by
99.8%. God's strategy must be to reduce population to no more than 12 million people. Then God
will have enough time and power for to evolve the homo superior, and completely rid this earth
of all sufferings. In 2100 we shall erect a Holy Reich, where Ewa plans to incarnate as the perfect
woman. We shall travel to the Humanoids of the Big Dipper and ward off Greys like Ga-Sama,
Dora, Musa, Toma, Reta, Fe-Luka, Li-Zora, Hu-Jula. Don't bicker with God if you want to live a
decent life. Ewa tolerates errors, grants rights and sexual liberties, but is overworked and in pains.
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